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Formal Assurance of Signaling Safety:
A Railways Perspective

Shri Mahesh Mangal, General Manager/CORE/ALD
Shri Pallab Dasgupta, Professor, IIT/Kharagpur

ABSTRACT
The EN50128 guidelines of the European

Committee for Electro-technical Standardization
(CENELEC) recommend the use of formal
methods for proving the correctness of railway
signaling and interlocking systems. Considering
the safety criticality of railway signaling, the
potential benefit of formal safety assurance is
of unquestionable importance, but the path
towards implementing the recommendations is
far from clear. The EN50128 document does
not specify how formal assurance of railway
interlocking may be achieved in practice.
Moreover, the task of setting up an electronic
interlocking (EI) equipment involves multiple
parties, including the EI equipment vendor, the
certification agency which certifies the resident
EI software to be correct, and the end user
(namely the railway service provider) who must
configure the EI equipment with respect to the
layout of the signals in the yard on which the EI
is to be deployed. Considering the distributed
nature of the development process, a feasible
approach towards formal certification of the end
product (post configuration) is not obvious. This
chapter outlines the basics of formal verification
technology and presents, from the perspective
of the railways, a pragmatic roadmap for the
use of formal methods in safety assurance of
its signaling systems.
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INTRODUCTION
Railway signaling has been one of the most

well studied safety critical systems for nearly two
centuries. During this period, the notion of railway
signaling has evolved in various ways, including
the protocol for signaling, the technology used
for implementing the signaling system, and most
importantly the way in which safety guarantees
are assured. The very early form of signaling
relied on temporal separation of trains, which was
primarily implemented by setting up time tables
that ensured that two trains never shared a track
at the same time. With the increase in railway
traffic, it became necessary to divide the tracks
into segments (or blocks), thereby giving birth to
the notion of block signaling, where one or more
trains can be on the same track, but on different
blocks – which effectively means that the trains
are spatially separated. Signals guard the entry
of the block and implement the spatial separation.

Railway yards also have points where two
tracks intersect. The point setting determines
whether the train will continue to move on the
same track or whether it will move into the
intersecting track. A complex yard may contain
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many points , with the tracks crisscrossing each
other, which significantly increases the complexity
of ensuring that a train can safely move from one
track to another possibly passing through several
intermediate tracks. In signaling parlance such
complex passages are called routes. A railway
yard can have hundreds of routes, and the
signaling system must ensure that conflicting
routes are kept free when a train is passing
through a route. This is achieved by a mechanism
called interlocking.

In the past railway interlocking was primarily
manual. The hand-operated point levers shown
in  Figure 1 are reminiscent of the times when
point positions were changed manually using
such levers. The interlocking system,
implemented using electrical relays, would ensure
that signal aspects change only when points are
in proper position.

Figure 1. A Point (left) and Hand-operated
Point Lever (right)

In recent times, railways use electronic
interlocking, where the signals and point positions
are controlled by software running on an
electronic interlocking (EI) system. Such
computer controlled systems are designed to
adhere to the signaling standards. Once
configured properly with respect to a specific
railway yard, they continue to work reliably over
time and are not subject to human errors.

The primary concern with EI equipment is in
determining with absolute certainty that the
system configuration is correct, and that given a
correct system configuration, the software is
guaranteed to never err in signaling decisions. In
current practice this verification task is performed
using a high level of certification of the software
and through rigorous testing of the configured
equipment.

In spite of the best practices followed in
configuring and testing of EI equipment, there are
known instances of failures resulting out of human
errors in the design of the logic for the EI

equipment. The following two incidents may be
highlighted:

 [The Milton Keynes Incident, Dec 29, 2008]
As reported in (Railway Accident
Investigation Branch Report, 2010), on
December 29, 2008, a serious signaling error
was detected at the Milton Keynes Central
station on the West Coast Main Line in UK.
The driver of a train observed a signal
change from red to green, although the track
beyond the signal was occupied by another
train. An accident was averted by the driver,
but the signaling error raised serious
questions about the safety of modern EI
systems. Investigations revealed that the
error was due to incorrect configuration data
for the EI equipment, namely that a track
segment was missed in a specific part of the
control logic. An even more intriguing fact
which came out of the investigation was that
interlocking data errors had in fact caused
several other incidents in the past at Rugby,
Glasgow Central, Peterborough, and
Shenfield. In all of these cases, data errors
had not been detected before the interlocking
was commissioned.

 [The Cootamundra Incident, Nov 12, 2009]
As reported in (Australian Transport Safety
Bureau Report RO-2009-009, 2009),
possible collision was averted by the driver
of a train approaching No.1 Platform Road
at Cootamundra, New South Wales, who
noticed that the last wagon of a freight train
was obstructing his approach. Investigations
revealed that the track segment used for
clearing the signal which allowed the train to
approach was incorrect, namely that the data
used to configure the EI system defined a
wrong track segment for clearing the signal.

Such incidents reveal the uncomfortable fact
that human errors in preparing the interlocking
data may not be detected at the time of
commissioning a EI equipment. The problem is
that post-configuration testing may not sensitize
the data error, particularly if the error is manifested
only in very few corner case scenarios, say
involving a very specif ic pattern of train
movements in the yard. The commissioned
equipment may then work perfectly for as long
as providence does not create the scenario in
which the error is manifested.
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The problem of exhaustive testing hits what is
known as the complexity barrier, that is, the
number of possible test cases multiplies with
every signal, every point, and every track
segment. This combinatorial growth causes state
explosion, that is, the number of states of the
signals and points exceeds the capacity of any
computer, and exhaustive testing becomes
infeasible beyond that point. A deadline for
commissioning the EI equipment further limits the
number of tests that can be run. Therefore, most
railways have their own well defined lists of tests,
which are performed and then the equipment is
commissioned. The above incidents show that
such test plans are not adequate to cover all
relevant scenarios.

The EN50128 guidelines (European
Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization,
2001), issued by Comité Européen de
Normalisation Électrotechnique (CENELEC), is
the main reference for railway signaling
equipment manufacturers in Europe, and also a
widely referred standard in other railways around
the world. The EN50128 document uses the
concept of Software Safety Integrity Level (SSIL)
to define the criticality of the components of a
signaling system – specifically, for the software
for railway control and protection systems. The
SILs are: 4 (very high), 3 (high), 2 (medium), 1
(low), and 0 (not safety-related). While the
guidelines do not contain any clear prescription
of the software development methodology, they
classify some of the commonly used techniques
as forbidden, highly recommended, and
mandatory.

One of the remarkable aspects of the EN50128
guidelines is in classifying a class of techniques,
loosely called formal methods, as highly
recommended for components with higher levels
of SIL. Intuitively, formal methods are techniques
for mathematically proving the correctness of
software or a system, where the correctness
requirement is formally specified using formalisms
like mathematical logic. The basis of this
recommendation lies in the realization that formal
methods can comprehensively prove the
correctness of a system using an arsenal of
mathematical techniques, where as conventional
testing fails to provide the desired level of
assurance on those systems within feasible time.
The EN50128 guidelines are however silent on
how formal methods may be applied to arrive at

better safety assurance for the high integrity
software/system components, thereby posing a
very pertinent research problem before the
signaling and formal methods communities.

 Any study on formal assurance of signaling
safety must not only dwell upon the key technical
challenges in verifying a configured signaling
system, such as EI equipment, but must also
focus on a deeper understanding on the
commissioning process of such equipment. EI
equipment is a sophist icated system,
manufactured by only a handful of companies
around the world. The software residing in such
systems is a proprietary property of the EI
equipment vendor. On the other hand, the yard
specific data for configuring EI equipment is
developed and provided by the signal engineers
of the railway company. The vendor configures
the equipment on the basis of the data received
from the customer and then the configured
equipment is subjected to rigorous testing by the
end user. The software residing in the EI
equipment is of the highest SIL, and may have
been verified formally (to be compliant with railway
signaling principles), but if the yard specific data
has human induced errors, then the configured
system will have errors.

The railway company has no means for
formally verifying the configured equipment
without having code-level access to the vendor’s
software. The vendor, on the other hand, has to
rely on the data provided by the railway company
and therefore all its assurances (formal or
otherwise) are under the assumption that the data
is correct. Therefore, the best intent of the railway
company should be to ensure that the data
provided to the vendor is correct, and that too
with formal assurance, as recommended by the
EN50128 guidelines. This chapter outlines the
suggested steps towards achieving this goal, with
important ramifications in ruling out future
incidents similar to the Milton Keynes and
Cootamundra incidents.

A PRIMER ON RAILWAY INTERLOCKING
This section outlines the traditional

development approach for a railway interlocking
system, and prepares the reader for the main
focus of this article, namely the formal assurance
of signaling safety. We begin with the definition
of the key components of a signaling system, and
then walk through the main steps in developing
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the signaling logic.

Signaling Terminologies
The components of a signaling system and

the terminologies used to define them are readily
available from various sources. In this section we
outline a small fragment of these definitions – only
those that are used to explain the formal
assurance approach.

Figure 2. Section of a Control Panel

Figure 2 shows a typical control panel in a
railway station. Observe the layout of the various
lines and their intersections (points). The operator
of this panel can issue route requests to the EI
equipment, as we shall explain shortly, and the
EI equipment allows the route to be locked only if
conflicting routes are not locked at that time. In
order to understand these key terms, let us walk
through the steps in setting up a EI equipment.

We begin with a brief explanation of the layout
of a simple railway yard from a remote village in
India.  Figure 3 shows the layout diagram of the
yard. Trains may approach this station from both
directions (left or right) along a single
(bidirectional) line. At the line approaches the
station from either side, it branches into three lines
as shown in red. The upper and lower lines are
called loop lines, which are adjacent to platforms
shown in yellow. The middle line is called the main
line. The two blue lines represent two level
crossings located at the two sides of the station.

Figure 3. Layout Diagram of a Railway Yard

The main components of the layout from a
signaling perspective are as follows:

1. Track segments: The tracks are divided into
segments, and each segment has a label. In
Figure 3 the labels ending with T represent
track segments. The track segments have cir-
cuits to sense whether it is occupied by a train.
Various types of track circuits are used in prac-
tice, but the purpose of all of them is to sense
the presence of a train on the track. Note that
a train may occupy more than one track seg-
ment at a time, for example, when it is passing
from one segment to another. Track circuits
provide inputs to the signaling system.

2. Points: The points are located at the intersec-
tions of two tracks. The position of a point de-
termines the direction of the passage of the
train. When the point is in normal position, the
train continues on the same track; when it is in
reverse position, the train moves to the adja-
cent track. For example, consider the point
connecting segments 119T and 120T in  Fig-
ure 3. When this point is in the normal posi-
tion, a train approaching from 49T will pass
towards 118T. On the other hand

    if the point is in reverse position, then a train
approaching from 49T will change track from
120T to 119T along the point 119/120. Point
positions are controlled by the signaling equip-
ment.

3. Signals: The signals are asserted by the sig-
naling system. In  Figure 3 the signals are
shown beside the tracks. The names of the
main signals start with S (for example, S35).
Since these are bidirectional tracks, there are
signals on both sides of each track in  Figure
3, but for a train moving in a particular direc-
tion, only the ones on its left hand side of the
track are applicable. For example, the signal
S35 is applicable only for trains leaving the plat-
form segment 01AT towards 117T, and not for
trains approaching the platform from the point
117/118. The signal C46 shown with signal S46
in  Figure 3 is a special type of signal called
calling-on signal. The calling-on signal asks an
approaching train to pass a red signal of the
main signal at a low speed. For example, when
C46 may be used for calling-on a train even
when S46 is red. Calling-on signals are used
for various purposes, for example, to attach a
coach at the end of an existing train.
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4. Routes: Routes are sequences of consecutive
track segments that define the path of a train
from one part of the yard to another. For ex-
ample in  Figure 3, if a train approaching from
the right has to be admitted on the upper plat-
form, we need to clear the path from 5T to 03BT
consisting of the track segments 2/5T, 12T,
101T, 103T, 104T, 03T, 03AT, 03BT. The point
101/102 has to be in normal position, and point
103/104 has to be in reverse position. The route
is characterized by the starting and ending sig-
nals, which in this case are S5 and S37 re-
spectively. Point positions may exclude one
route when the other is locked. For example,
when the route from S5 to S37 is locked, the
point 103/104 is in reverse position, which ex-
cludes the route from S5 to S39, since it re-
quires the same point to be in normal position.
If two routes share one or more track segments,
then they are said to be conflicting. For ex-
ample, the route from S5 to S39 and the route
from S12 to S2 are conflicting. The request for
locking a route is made from the control panel
of the yard, and it is the responsibility of the
interlocking equipment to guarantee that con-
flicting routes are not asserted at the same

time.
The locking of routes in a yard must adhere to

the international railway signaling principles,
which consists of a set of universally adopted
rules. Any signaling system that follows these
rules under all situations is guaranteed to be safe
from signaling errors. In the EI equipment,
adherence is ensured by the correct development
of the application logic and the resident software
that interprets this logic. We shall explain the
development of this logic in the next section.

The Route Locking Logic
The basis for locking a route for the passage

of a train is to guarantee that all track segments
in that route and overlap are free, all points in
that route and overlap are in proper position, and
most importantly, the guarantee remains valid until
the train has exited the route. In order to develop
the logic for locking and releasing routes in a
systematic way, a table called a control table or a
route locking table is created.

 Table 1 shows a portion of the control table of
the yard shown in  Figure 3. Each row of the table
corresponds to a route in the yard. Each route is
defined by the starting and ending signals of the

Table 1. A portion of the Control Table
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route. For each route the control table specifies
the points that must be locked in normal position,
the points that must be locked in reverse position,
and the track circuits that must be clear. The last
column of the table highlights the conflicting
routes and whether the level crossing gates need
to be closed. There are various other aspects in
the control table which are not shown here for
simplicity.

It is important to introduce the notion of overlap
at this stage. When a train approaches a signal,
it may not be able to stop before the signal,
because the distance between the signal post and
the location at which the driver sees the signal
may be too less for the driver to stop the train
before the signal post. Therefore as a safety
precaution, the railway signaling principles require
the signaling system to clear the routes up to the
next signal before clearing (making green/yellow)
a signal. It also requires the point positions in the
routes ahead to be locked in a way that no other
train can come into those track segments. For
example, consider the route R46(a) in  Table 1,
which starts from signal S46 and ends in signal
S14 (see  Figure 3). The overlap requires the
point, 103/104, to be in reverse position so that
the train can roll forward past signal S14. The
track segments 104T, 103T, 101T and 12T must
be free. Also the point, 101/102, must be in normal
position to prevent a train from rolling past signal,
S16, towards this direction. The overlap
requirement does not apply for calling on signals
(such as C5 and C46 in  Figure 3) and this is
useful for allowing more than one train to
approach this specific yard. A called-on train must
stop before the red signal (that is, no overlap is
allowed for the called-on train).

The development of the control table is a highly
safety critical activity, since this table forms the
basis for developing the application logic. A busy
railway station has more than a thousand routes,
and it is close to impossible to manually guarantee
that all entries in the control table are correct.
Also the task of validating the application logic
generated corresponding to a control table is a
non-trivial task.

The software in typical EI equipment consists
of the executive software which is factory installed,
and the application software which is programmed
for every yard. The application software
represents the yard specific logic, which is

interpreted by the executive software while
regulating the signals and points. The application
data prepared by the end user (namely, the
railway company) is used to define the application
software.

The application data consists of a set of
Boolean equations that define the signaling logic
for the yard. For historical reasons, most types
of EI equipment continue to accept a form of logic
called relay ladder logic. In order to ensure that
the failure of a signal or a point always leaves the
system in a fail-safe state, traditionally railways
around the world have been using different types
of relays which guarantee such fail safe
operations. The logic which determines when a
relay will be energized (or de-energized) is
developed in the form of ladder logic, which
became popular because of its visual simplicity
and verifiability through visual inspection.

Figure 4. An illustration of Ladder Logic

Figure 4 illustrates the notion of ladder logic
in the context of the yard of  Figure 3. ASR relays
are used to lock routes. Here the logic is shown
for the relay, 14ASR, which is responsible for
locking the route from the signal S14 to the signal
S2. The route is locked when the ASR relay is
de-energized. The logic shows that the 14ASR
relay can be energized by a combination of the
relays shown in the upper rung of the ladder. The
relays shown with the ? symbol must be
energized, while the relays shown with the ?
symbol must be de-energized for the 14ASR relay
to be energized. Some of these relays may have
ladder logics of their own. For example, the logic
of 14UCR guarantees that the points 103/104 and
101/102 are locked in their appropriate positions,
and this is necessary for the route represented
by 14ASR to be locked.

The lower rung of the ladder has the 14ASR
relay itself, which allows the relay to hold its state
once it is energized. The ability of a relay to hold
its state is an important feature of relay logic, since
it shows that relay logic describes sequential
circuits with an underlying state transition system.
In a real yard, the ladder has many more rungs,
which allows the relay to be energized in other
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ways. It may be noted that 14ASR can be de-
energized (say) by energizing the relay14UCR.

The ladder logic can be expressed in Boolean
logic as well. For example, the logic of  Figure 4
is equivalent to the following Boolean function for
the next state of 14ASR:

The primary focus of this chapter is to outline
how the application logic developed by the signal
engineers can be proven to be correct using
formal methods, so that data errors that can
potentially escape testing are ruled out before the
commissioning of the logic. It may be prudent to
point out that formal verification of the application
data should not be viewed as a measure for
replacing the testing of the EI equipment after it
is configured. This is because, even if both the
executive software and the application software
are proven to be correct, we still have to make
sure that the EI equipment has been correctly
integrated into the yard, namely that the relays
have been correctly connected to the EI
equipment. The goal of formal methods in this
case is to rule out data errors prior to
commissioning, and understanding that in its
entirety is our goal in this chapter.

FORMAL VERIFICATION
The notion of formal verification has its origin

in proving the correctness of programs. In general
the domain of the inputs to a program need not
be finite, and hence a software program is
typically tested using only a subset of the possible
input combinations. One of the most fundamental
results in Computer Science establishes that in
general the task of deciding whether a program
is correct for all input scenarios is undecidable,
that is, it is mathematically proven that no
algorithm can read a program and decide whether
it is correct for all inputs. This is not true for the
special class of programs where all variables have
finite domains, because finiteness allows us to
enumerate all input combinations and prove the
correctness in each of them. For most systems
of moderate complexity however, the theoretical
possibility of enumerating all input combinations
is not practically possible within feasible limits of
time, and hence the objective is to prove the

correctness of the system without explicit
enumeration. Formal verification techniques
achieve this objective using an arsenal of smart
abstractions and intelligent decision procedures
that work on succinct representations of large
state spaces.

Formal verification encompasses several types
of approaches – in terms of its objective, and in
terms of the methodology used to achieve that
objective. For example, equivalence checking and
model checking are two popular notions
associated with formal verif ication. An
equivalence checking problem consists of the
design-under-test and an abstract golden model,
and the task is to determine whether for every
input sequence the output of the design-under-
test is identical to that of the golden model. A
model checking problem consists of the design-
under -test and a set of formal properties, and
the task is to determine whether the properties
are satisfied for every execution of the design-
under-test.

The railway signaling principles define the
safety properties that a signaling logic must satisfy
at all reachable states of the signaling system.
This verification task has been attempted in the
past using several types of formal methods as
discussed in the next section, which work with
various degrees of user intervention. The
approach that we advocate in this chapter is a
fully automated one, namely one that uses
automated model checking techniques.

Figure 5 illustrates the model checking
approach. The design-under-test (DUT)
represents the logic that we wish to verify. In the
context of the signaling validation problem, our
DUT is the application logic developed by the
signal engineer. A model checking tool has a front-
end pre-processor that extracts a finite state
machine representation from the DUT. The formal
properties represent the specification – we shall
explain how temporal logic can be used for this
purpose. In our case, formal properties are
gleaned from the railway signaling principles as
interpreted on the specific yard. The core model
checking engine receives the formal properties
and finite state representation of the DUT as
inputs and determines whether the formal
properties are guaranteed by the DUT. If any
property fails in the DUT under some scenario,
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then the model checker shows a specific sce-
nario under which the DUT fails to satisfy that
property, namely, it finds a counter-example sce-
nario.

Figure 5. Model Checking

Let us consider a principle that says: A signal
is not cleared (made green/yellow) until it is
proven that the track circuits in the route up to
the next signal and its overlap are clear. If we
interpret this principle for the signal S14 in  Figure
3, then we wish to prove that the signaling logic
never clears S14 until tracks 104T, 103T, 101T,
12T are unoccupied. This property can be formally

specified in terms of the relays involved as:
The relay, 14HR, is the relay controlling the

signal S14. The relay, 104TPR, indicates whether
the track segment 104T is unoccupied (the other
TPRs are similarly defined). It may be noted from
Table 1, that the route R14 does not have any
overlap tracks.

The above property is expressed in Linear
Temporal Logic, which extends Boolean logic with
temporal operators. This property uses the
standard Boolean operators like & (logical AND)
and ~ (negation), and two temporal operators,
namely the G operator and the X operator. The
meanings of these operators are intuitively
described as follows:

 A property G ɸ  is true in a finite state machine,

if and only if the property  ɸ  is true at all reach-
able states of the machine. Thus, the G opera-
tor (also called the always operator) is used to
define properties that are globally true.

 A property X ɸ  is true at a state, if and only if

the property  ɸ  is true at all next states of the
state. Thus, the X operator (also called the next-
time operator) is used to specify what must hold
in the next state of the system.

The above property specifies that a pre-
requisite for 14HR to be high at a time (that is,
for the signal S14 is clear) is that the TPR relays
for 104T, 103T, 101T, and 12T must all be high.
The property is violated if we reach a state where
the following holds (where the symbol,  |  ,
represents the logical OR operator):

(X 14HR) & (~104TPR | ~103TPR | ~101TPR
| ~12TPR)

The above expression can become true in
broadly two ways:

 1. 14HR goes high in some time point, even
though the prerequisite condition (namely the
conjunction of the TPR relays) is not true. This is
in direct violation of the signaling principle stated
earlier.

2. 14HR and the TPR relays are high, but
one (or more) TPR relay goes low before 14HR
becomes low (that is, a track circuit fails before
S14 becomes red). This is also in violation of a
signaling principle.

A formal proof must guarantee that the above
expression is not satisfied in all reachable
behaviors of the signaling system.

Traditional testing will typically examine
whether 14HR is energized when the track
segments represented by the above TPR relays
are unoccupied. On the other hand, formal
verification aims to prove that the 14HR relay is
not energized in any other circumstance. It may
be noted that the relay logic for 14HR is not
directly defined in terms of these relays, but
indirectly through several steps involving other
relays (such as 14ASR, which was defined
earlier). If the logic for any of those relays has an
error, it may be manifested through a failure of
the above property under some peculiar
sequence of train movements. Formal verification
helps in finding such counter-example scenarios
if they exist.

FORMAL VERIFICATION IN RAILWAY
SIGNALING

Railway signaling has been a problem of
interest to the formal verification community for
many years, because of its safety critical nature
and its legacy of being treated as a logic design
problem. However the adoption of formal methods
in actual practice has been scarce, even after the
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publication of the EN50128 guidelines which has
a clear recommendation for the use of formal
methods in SIL4 components. This is primarily
because the path towards adoption of formal
methods in not well understood by the railway
companies and their vendors, and secondly
because the investments needed to set up the
tools and best practices for this purpose have not
been taken up.

Formal verification methods have been
researched in the railways context broadly for
interlocking systems and train control systems.
While interlocking systems control the movement
of trains by operating the signals and points along
railway tracks, train control systems aim to control
the movement of trains directly based on the
knowledge of the position, velocity and other
parameters of the train. For example, in driverless
metro railways, signals have no purpose and
trains have to be directly controlled. Train control
systems and interlocking systems may coexist,
and in such cases the driver may sometimes be
overridden by the train control system (for
example, a train may brake automatically when
an approaching signal is red and the train is
travelling too fast). One of the primary references
for train control systems is the ETCS standards
(European Train Control System, 2002).

Several modeling and formal verification
techniques have been studied for train control
protocols and subsystems. This includes the use
of formalisms like Petri nets (Myer zu Horste &
Schnieder, 1999), (Zimmermann & Hommel,
2005) and state charts (Damm & Klose, 2001).

Railway interlocking, which is the main focus
of this chapter, has been extensively studied by
the formal verification community. A recent survey
on the use of formal methods in railway signaling
can be found in (Fantechi, Fokkink, & Morzenti,
2012). For example, researchers have studied
the problem of gleaning the precise and complete
set of yard specific rules from the railway
interlocking principles (Fokkink, 1996).

 As discussed earlier, EI equipment has
executive software, which is the factory set
software for driving the signaling system, and
application software which is configured in a yard
specific manner from the application data/ logic
provided by the signaling engineers. For a given
application data, the guarantee that the EI
equipment will faithfully drive the signals as per

the specified logic, must come from the EI
equipment vendor. For this purpose,
manufacturers of EI equipment have considered
a wide variety of formal approaches, some of
which can be found in (Fringuelli, Lamma, Mello,
& Santocchia, 1992), (LeGoff, 1996),
(Bernardeschi, Fantechi, & et. al., 1998). Model
checking techniques have also been attempted,
for example, (Cimatti & et. al., 1998), (Eisner,
2002). An approach based on theorem proving
for verification of signaling data can be found in
(Morley, 1993).

Formal Verification of Application Data/ Logic
Research on formal verification of railway

signaling has primarily focused on the verification
task of the EI equipment vendor. It is important
to understand the benefits of the formal
verification techniques for the end user, namely
the railway company. We summarize the benefits
under two broad categories:
1. The model can be validated against yard spe-

cific properties generated from layout based
on railway signaling principles. This helps in
eliminating data errors before the logic is
passed on to the EI equipment.

2. The model can be used as the scientific basis
for generating test scenarios for the configured
equipment. When a yard is modified, the EI
equipment has to be reconfigured. In a fully
operational yard, the downtime resulting out of
the reconfiguration has to be within tolerable
limits, and hence the level of testing done prior
to commissioning EI equipment cannot be re-
peated for every modification. Formal analysis
can help in prioritizing the test scenarios.

The norm of every verification problem in
engineering design is to ensure that the task of
verification is carried out independent of the
design team, so that the logical bias of the design
team (and the logical errors thereof) does not get
carried over to the verification team.  Figure 6
shows the design tasks and the verification tasks
in the mandated flow for commissioning EI
equipment. The tasks shown inside blue clouds
are the ones that are performed today under the
following responsibilities:
1. Rigorous Logic Development. This task is per-

formed by the signal engineers in a manual/
semi-automated way. The kinds of practices
followed vary from one company to another.
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The logic so developed may have redundan-
cies, may be divided into multiple EI equipment,
and may be represented in various functional
forms. The internal steps of this task, which
may involve the development of control table
by the signal engineers, can be found in the
manuals of individual companies and are not
discussed here. We shall refer to this task as
the design phase.

2. EI Equipment Configuration. This task is typi-
cally done by the EI equipment vendor, possi-
bly with participation from the end user. This
step may involve verification of various forms
(including formal methods) which are per-
formed by the EI equipment vendor. Since the
executive software is typically proprietary in
nature, the railway company has no role in the
verification performed under this task.

3. EI Equipment Testing. The testing of the EI
equipment is the responsibility of the end user,
namely the railway company. The railway com-
pany has well defined procedures for creating
the yard specific test plan and executing the
tests on the configured equipment. This phase
is a very critical phase, since this is the last
step before commissioning the equipment. We
shall refer to this task as the testing phase.

In some cases, the application data may be
simulated for verifying its logical correctness. It
is infeasible to achieve 100% coverage of
scenarios in simulation or testing, and this is the
reason why there are numerous instances where
data errors have made their way into the
commissioned equipment.

Figure 6. Formal Assurance of Application
Data: Railway's perspective

Our prescription for railway companies is to
introduce the tasks shown on the saffron banner
between the design and testing phases. This is a
fully automated flow and can achieve 100%
coverage in validating the application data in a
matter of few minutes. The main tasks in enabling
this flow are:

1. Generating a complete sound and complete
suite of yard specific formal properties using
the governing railway signaling principles. We
shall explain this step in the next subsection.
We shall refer to this task as specification de-
velopment.

2. Reading the application data / logic developed
by the signal engineer and extracting a finite
state machine (FSM) model from the design.
In keeping with traditional practices, many rail-
ways continue to use legacy formalisms for
expressing the logic (such as ladder logic), and
it is fairly straight forward to extract the FSM
from such representations.

3. Developing a model checker that can scale to
the size of logic entailed by large complex
yards. This step requires some insights into the
nature of the properties to be proven, and tai-
loring the model checker for such properties.
Elaborating this step is beyond the technical
scope of this article.

Before we elaborate the task of specification
development, it is important to point out that the
properties generated in this step can also be used
to ascertain whether relevant test scenarios have
been exercised during testing. In other words the
property suite also acts as a metric for coverage
analysis during the testing phase. This is a very
important when partial test coverage is achieved
following logic updates after incremental changes
in the yard.

Formal Specification Development
Specification development is the task of

interpreting the railway signaling principles on a
given yard and capturing the result ing
requirements through formal properties. The
signaling principles are almost the same in all
railways and govern the general set of rules that
must be followed by any signaling system. The
signaling principles are independently published
by different countries – for example, see (Paul
Woolford, 2003) for the British standards,
(IRISET, 2009) for the Indian standards, and
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(Warwick Allison, 2013) for the principles followed
by RailCorp in Australia.

The signaling principles are comprehensive
documents covering all aspects of signaling and
safe movement of trains. The principles start with
a set of broad requirements, and then present
further details on how these requirements are
expected to be achieved. For example, the
following is an excerpt from one of the earliest
versions of the Indian Railways Signaling
Principles:
1. Lever frames and other apparatus installed for

the operation and control of signals, points etc.
must be so interlocked and arranged as to com-
ply with the following essentials:
a) It must not be possible to take 'OFF' a

running signal unless the following are
ensured not only in the actual portion of the
route on which the train has to travel, but
also in the overlap:
i. All the points are correctly set.
ii. All the facing points are locked (at site).
iii. All the interlocked level crossing gates are

closed and locked against road traffic.
iv. The isolation is ensured.

b) Once the signal has been taken OFF, it must
not be possible to do any of the following
unless the signal has first been put back to
the 'ON' position:
i. Alter the position of the relevant points.
ii. Unlock the relevant facing points.
iii. Unlock and open the relevant level

crossing gate.
iv. Disturb the relevant isolation.
c) It must not be possible to take 'OFF' at the

same time any two fixed signals, which may
lead to any conflicting movements.

d) Where feasible, the points shall be so
interlocked as to avoid any conflicting
movement.

The above statements provide the guidelines
for route locking, route holding as well as route
release. Each of these subtasks has more
intricate requirements in terms of how the above
guarantees are met. In this chapter we consider
the signaling principles for route locking to
illustrate the task of formal specif ication
development.

Let us consider the route R14 (that is, the route
from signal S14 to S2) of the yard shown in  Figure

3. We shall highlight some of the properties that
are relevant for this route. Note from  Table 1,
that the conflicting routes for R14 are R5, R5b
and R37. The following signaling principles are
considered here:

We have highlighted only some of the
requirements. In reality, a yard has many other
types of routes and objects, including shunt
routes, calling-on routes, level crossings, etc., and
there are specific signaling principles for each of
these.

Most railway companies have their versions
of signaling principles, all of which are broadly in
agreement in terms of safety requirements.
Following the EN50128 guidelines, it becomes
the responsibility of the company to develop
formal safety rules governing the application logic
and proving that the application logic is bug-free.
Indian Railways in collaboration with the Indian
Institute of Technology Kharagpur has established
the broad outline and proof-of-concept for the
approach presented in this chapter. It is envisaged
that initial investment in this area will translate to
more structured verif ication practices and
compliment the testing procedures for the
configured EI equipment.

The properties illustrated in this section are
called safety properties in formal verification
parlance. Intuitively, safety properties are those
that assert that the bad behaviors of the system
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will never happen. For example, consider the
following property:

This property states that a state where 14HR
is high (energized) will never be reached from a
state where one or more among 104TPR,
103TPR, 101TPR, 12TPR are low. It does not
say that 14HR has to be asserted when all the
above TPRs are high.

Safety properties are only responsible for
assuring the safety of the signaling system. The
signaling principles, on the other hand, are not
only concerned with safety, but also with progress.
For example, a signaling system which keeps all
signals red at all times is safe, but it is not useful.
Signaling principles also require that progress in
passage of trains happen under enabling
circumstances. When trains are operated
manually, the guarantee of progress involves a
human being, and therefore the guarantee of
progress must make some assumptions about
the admissible behaviors of the driver. In formal
verification parlance, such assumptions are also
captured using formal properties which are called
fairness constraints or assume properties.

On the other hand, the train control system
must guarantee the progress when trains are
operated under automatic control (as in driver-
less metros). As various degrees of automated
control gets adopted by various railway
companies around the world, what is needed is a
unified standard for railway signaling and train
control, and formally laid out rules governing the
safety and progress in such unified systems. This
will help in better integration of formal verification
practices in the next generation signaling system
design flow.
CONCLUSION

Safety and efficient utilization of resources are
the primary concerns in railway signaling. Efficient
utilization aims towards facilitating movement of
trains in and out of a yard with minimum waiting
time. Safety criteria aim to introduce appropriate
constraints on the movement of trains so that

achieved. Formal methods have an important role
in this direction, since both safety and progress
criteria can be proven using formal methods.
Eventually, the end users, namely the railway
companies will have to assume leadership on this
subject.

In the present system, guaranteeing the
correctness of the application data is an important
task for the signaling engineers. For large and
complex yards it is very difficult to conceive all
possible sequences of train movements in the
yard, and the task of achieving adequate
coverage of scenarios through simulation and
testing has become infeasible in practice. As a
consequence, in spite of the best practices of the
railway companies and their vendors, incidents
like Milton-Keynes and Cootamundra have taken
place in not too distant past. Formal verification
of the application data, as professed in this
chapter, is not only feasible in practice, but is of
great value in ruling out data errors.

Having a formal model of the signaling system
also opens up other interesting possibilities. We
already mentioned the benefits towards formally
assisted identification of relevant test scenarios
for incremental testing following (minor) changes
in the yard. Formal properties may also be
monitored online over configured EI equipment
for enhanced debugging capabilities. In
conjunction with data-loggers (also called
historians) which record the signal aspects and
movement of trains, monitors can be used to
catch violations of assume properties (for
example, abnormal behavior of the driver or the
train) and provide real-time warnings to the
entities on the approach path of the train. All these
point to the benefits of the initial investments in
developing a tool flow for formal capture and
validation of signaling properties.

KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Formal Verification: A verification methodology for

mathematically proving the compliance of a design
against a formally defined logical specification.

Interlocking: A procedure for ensuring separation
of trains in a railway yard through acquiring locks on
signals, points, and track segments on a route.

Model Checking: A formal decision procedure for
proving a given formal specification on a design
implemented as a state machine.

Railway Signaling Principles: Internationally
adopted guidelines governing signaling rules and

accidents are avoided with adequate margin of
error from the human elements involved in the
system. As we move into the modern era of
automated control, some of the archaic signaling
principles will have to be revised and made more
specific and non-ambiguous, so that the ideal
balance between eff iciency and safety is
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Data Logger Based - MIS
(Management Information System)

Shri.  R K Jain, Chief Signal Engineer /WCR

Introduction
The Data Logger based MIS,

first of its kind on Indian Railways,
has been commissioned in
February 2015 and it is
operational on “24X7” basis. The
Data Logger based MIS

(Management Information System) is generating
several automatic summary reports for
preventive, corrective & predictive maintenance
for use of the concerned departments, thereby,
enhancing safety and these reports are being
monitored by GM. Before the commissioning of
Data Logger based MIS, there have been several
cases of overspeeding of trains in loop lines to
the extent of 80 to 90 Kmph. After commissioning
of Data logger based MIS and continuous
monitoring, the overspeeding cases have reduced
drastically, thereby, improving safety. Moreover,
reports of late start of trains, late operation of
home signal, late closure of level crossing gates,
premature release of panel buttons by Dy SS,
point loose packing, relay rooms opening etc are
also being generated by Data Logger based MIS
with date and time stampings and these are
discussed during Safety Meeting held at
headquarter on every week for taking action by
the concerned departments and monitored,
thereby, assisting in punctual train operations and
enhancing safety.
Synopsis

Data Loggers are being used extensively on
Indian Railways for preventive, corrective &
predictive maintenance, thereby, enhancing
safety.

The existing system of datalogger entails
preparation of various reports, like daily / weekly
/ monthly etc. exceptional reports, with manual
intervention only. This is a time consuming
exercise and also may cause some errors. To
overcome this problem and also to generate large
number of other user friendly reports, an MIS
(Management Information System) has been
developed by WCR. This MIS is able to create
automatic summary reports of various types which

can be used by the management at divisional and
zonal levels very effectively and gainfully, thereby
bringing about improvements in working and in
enhancing safety.

This innovative work in the field of Data
Loggers, which is first of its kind on Indian
Railways, is likely to prove an important milestone
in the evaluation of data loggers.
Background:

Innovation is going to be the key for success
in any field in the coming years. One may
correlate ‘Innovation’ to ‘Modern Signalling
Equipment’ what ‘Efficiency’ was to ‘Industrial age’
period. Innovation will not flow if any modern
signalling equipment is perceived as suitable only
for narrow isolated functions. Innovative thought
processes should be regarded as potentially
valuable and eligible for logical and economic
application in any equipment for enhancing its
effectiveness. It can be stated that ‘Efficiency’
comprises mainly speed, quality and economy
but ‘Effectiveness’ comprises ‘Efficiency’ and
ability to deliver the desired results. Superior
innovative ideas continually await birth and
implementation for desired results.

In order to log events at a station on real-time
basis, to facilitate analysis of critical failures, to
analyse any unusual/ signal passing at danger
(SPAD)/ accident by off-line simulation, to
generate various exception reports as per RDSO
list, safety related SMSs and reports, point
reversal reports, emergency crossovers testing
reports etc on a daily basis for analysis by all
concerned departments, role of Data Logger,
which is a modern signalling equipment, has
grown immensely.

Data Logger is also being used innovatively in
WCR for preventive, corrective & predictive
maintenance, thereby, enhancing safety. These
innovative cost-effective usages of data logger
have caused a paradigm shift in considerable
reduction of signalling failures besides enhancing
safety.

One major innovative work in the field of Data
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Loggers commissioned on WCR in the month of
February 2015, which is first of its kind on Indian
Railways, is described below along with some of
the important reports being generated:

Description and Mode of Working:
The data loggers provided on the signalling

installations have been providing very useful
information for quick fault rectif ication of
interlocking systems, besides offering a highly
accurate and authentic post-mortem service for
analyzing the unusual events at the railway
stations.

As the data logger started penetrating more
and more into the routine functioning of signal
interlocking in particular and train operations in
general, a need was felt to have a more user
friendly management information system on
hand, based on the inputs provided by the data
logger.

This data logger MIS is a result of the
realization of a need of user friendly MIS making
use of the accurate and authentic information
provided by the data loggers. Various
departments are using the appropriate reports as
applicable for analyzing the failures attributable
to them as well as for bringing further
improvement in their overall working.

Various data logger reports related to different
departments can be generated, i.e., point loose
packing, late starting of trains, premature release
of buttons, late operation of home signal, late
closure of LC gate, analog power supply failure,
relay room door opening, point not set against
occupied line, premature operation of block
instrument, overspeeding of trains etc so that
corrective action may be taken timely by the
concerned departments.

Some reports generated are as follows:

Point Loose Packing

Late Start of Train

Premature release of Buttons

Late Operation of Home Signal

Late Closure of Level Crossing Gate

Premature operation of Block Instrument

Over Speed of Train
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Shri Ramesh Chandra, General Manager,
WCR inaugurating the MIS in Feb, 2015

Benefits achieved
New MIS generates a total of 37 main reports,

each of which includes nearly 5-6 sub reports (i.e.,
Daily detailed report, weekly summary, monthly
summary, periodical summary and specific date
report etc) so that corrective and preventive
actions may be taken timely by the concerned
departments, thereby, enhancing safety and
preventing undesired loss of punctuality of Mail/
Express trains. The selection of reports is
available division-wise, section-wise, station-wise,
month-wise and period-wise etc. The schematic
of Reports generated by MIS is shown below:

This MIS is also available on Rail Net platform
for universal access at divisional/ Zonal level.

 Conclusion:
The above-mentioned innovation has emerged

as cost-effective tools in preventive and predictive
maintenance besides ensuring safety by
channelising the flow of creative thoughts. While
‘Invention’ requires greater degree of ‘Free-
wheeling’, ‘Innovation’ requires ‘Disciplined
professionalisation’. The need is to be innovative
on the right things in the right areas at the right
time, to mix the proven and the novel so as to
attain an optimum, harmonious ensemble.
Innovation in design/ application of any modern
signalling equipment must be combined with
wisdom stemming from experience and with new
creative, logical and economic ideas to reap
maximum benefits.

This innovative work of MIS (Management
Information System) is likely to prove an important
milestone in the evaluation of data loggers on
Indian Railways.
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Development of Centre for  Safety Critical Software
for Signalling Applications
- Initiative by IRISET/Secunderabad

Shri.C.K.Prasad, Professor Telecom/IRISET

1.0 Introduction
A  safety-critical system is

a system whose failure or
malfunction may result in
one (or more) of the
following outcomes:
• death or serious injury to
people
• loss or severe damage to

equipment/property
• environmental harm

Risks of this sort are usually managed with
the methods and tools of safety engineering. A
life-critical system is designed to lose less than
one life per billion (10E9) hours of operation.
Typical design methods include probabilistic risk
assessment, a method that combines failure
mode and effects analysis (FMEA) with fault tree
analysis. Safety-critical systems are increasingly
computer-based.

2.0 Reliability Regimes
Several reliability regimes for safety-critical

systems are used specific to application area

• Fail-operational systems continue to
operate when their control systems fail.
Examples of these include elevators, the gas
thermostats in most home furnaces, and
passively safe nuclear reactors. Fail-
operational mode is sometimes unsafe.
Nuclear weapons launch-on-loss-of-
communications was rejected as a control
system for the U.S. nuclear forces because
it is fail-operational: a loss of communications
would cause launch, so this mode of
operation was considered too risky.

• Fail-safe systems become safe when they
cannot operate. Railway signaling systems
and sub-systems are design based on this
principle. For example: Track circuits, Axle
counters etc are fail-safe because if they fail,
the signal to the corresponding route is put
to “ON” the most restrictive aspect. Many
medical systems also fall into this category.
For example, an infusion pump can fail, and

as long as it alerts the nurse and ceases
pumping, it will not threaten the loss of life
because its safety interval is long enough to
permit a human response. Famously, nuclear
weapon systems that launch-on-command
are fail-safe, because if the communications
systems fail, launch cannot be commanded.
Railway signaling is designed to be fail-safe.

• Fail-secure systems maintain maximum
security when they cannot operate. For
example, while fail-safe electronic doors
unlock during power failures, fail-secure
ones will lock, keeping an area secure.

• Fail-Passive systems continue to operate
in the event of a system failure. An example
includes an aircraft autopilot. In the event of
a failure, the aircraft would remain in a
controllable state and allow the pilot to take
over and complete the journey and perform
a safe landing.

• Fault-tolerant systems avoid service failure
when faults are introduced to the system.
An example may include Electronic
Interlocking system in hot standby
configuration with power supply and VDU all
duplicated. The normal method to tolerate
faults is to have several computers
continually test the parts of a system, and
switch on hot spares for failing subsystems.
As long as faulty subsystems are replaced
or repaired at normal maintenance intervals,
these systems are considered safe.
Interestingly, the PES(Programmable
Electronics System)/computers, power
supplies and control terminals used by
operator must all be duplicated in these
systems in some fashion.

3.0 Software engineering for safety-critical
systems

Software engineering for safety-critical
systems is particularly difficult. There are three
aspects which can be applied to aid the
engineering software for life-critical systems. First
is process engineering and management.
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Secondly, selecting the appropriate tools and
environment for the system. This allows the
system developer to effectively test the system
by emulation and observe its effectiveness.
Thirdly, address any legal and regulatory
requirements, such as General Rules, CENELEC/
RDSO & CRS for Indian Railways, FAA
requirements for aviation etc. By setting a
standard for which a system is required to be
developed under, it forces the designers to stick
to the requirements. The avionics industry has
succeeded in producing standard methods for
producing life-critical avionics software. Similar
standards exist for automotive (ISO 26262),
Medical (IEC 62304) and nuclear (IEC 61513)
industries. Rail Industry standards are based on
CENELEC EN 50128 FOR .  The standard
approach is to carefully code, inspect, document,
test, verify and analyze the system. Another
approach is to certify a production system, a
compiler, and then generate the system's code
from specifications. Another approach uses
formal methods to generate proofs that the code
meets requirements. All of these approaches
improve the software quality in safety-critical
systems by testing or eliminating manual steps
in the development process, because people
make mistakes, and these mistakes are the most
common cause of potential life-threatening errors.

Safety Critical Systems in Rail Transportation
Rail Transportation systems use electronics for

subsystems previously controlled mechanically or
manually. As a result, rail systems deliver far
greater flexibility and are capable of real-time
adjustments for speed, route, and passenger
comfort. While these new electronic control and
monitoring systems present many benefits to
assure their safe operation, regulations mandate
that such systems comply with industry standards
for hardware and software development and are
thoroughly tested and documented.

In rail transportation, as more electronic
systems come into play, it becomes necessary
to do whatever is possible to assure correct
operation of these advanced systems.

Software used in safety-critical systems is, of
course, a key element in the correctness of the
system's operation. Most commonly, this software
consists of an application running on top of an
operating system.

IEC 61508
 Because it's critical that electronic systems

operate safely various government-sponsored
agencies and independent technical standards
organizations have become involved in defining
regulations for safety-critical systems. The
International Electro technical Commission (IEC),
a worldwide organization for standardization,
promotes international co-operation on all
questions concerning standardization in the
electrical and electronic fields. IEC- 61508, the
international standard for electrical, electronic and
programmable electronic safety-related systems,
sets out the requirements for ensuring that
systems are designed, implemented, operated
and maintained to provide the required safety
integrity level (SIL).

In Europe, CENELEC—the European
Committee for Electro technical Standardization—
governs European railway standards, and these
standards are beginning to make their way into
the North American railway and public transport
market as well. The CENELEC standards EN
50126, EN 50128 and EN 50129 are typically
applied to define appropriate safety analysis for
such systems:

EN 50126 deals with Reliability, Availability,
Maintainability and Safety for the entire railway
system.

EN 50129 applies to safety-related
electronic control and protection systems.

EN 50128 applies to safety-related software
for railway control and protection systems.

IEC standards are applied at various "Safety
Integrity Levels" (SIL), representing varying
degrees of criticality based on the system's use.
IEC EN 61508 outlines the toleration of a
probability for failure at each level with the most
critical aspects of the system (i.e., SIL 4) having
the least tolerance for failure. As detailed in
Figure-2, the standard defines both a system's
PFD (Probability of Failure on Demand) and RRF
(Risk Reduction Factor) for each SIL level. The
term Probability of Failure on Demand (PFD)
means the likelihood that the system will fail when
asked to perform a particular operation for which
it is designed. The Risk Reduction Factor (RRF)
is the amount of risk that can be reduced by
implementing the corresponding SIL system.
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SIL PFD RRF
1 0.1-0.01 10-100

2 0.01-0.001 100-1000
3 0.001-0.0001 1000-10,000

4 0.0001-0.00001 10,000-100,000

Figure-2
PFD and RRF for SIL Levels

Common Regulatory Elements
All international safety-critical software

standards incorporate common elements that
apply to all software systems, regardless of their
end application. While the different standards
have their own particular phraseology and
individual features, they all generally require that
software is developed according to a well-
documented plan, and that its operation is
consistent with the plan.

In particular, safety-critical software must
demonstrate, through rigorous testing and
documentation that it is well designed and
operates safely.

• Process: The process through which the soft-
ware was designed, developed, and tested
must be fully described and shown to be con-
sistent. This is broken down into several sub
categories:
 Planning - the objectives of the system are

stated, along with the plan for achieving and
verifying that these objectives have been
achieved.

 Requirements - the functional requirements
of the system are explicitly identified and
correlated with the system capabilities.

 Design - the system design is specified,
including hardware and software, with theory
of operation and other aspects of design that
enable examiners to understand how the
system intends to achieve its objectives.

 Development - the development process,
including the tools used, code reviews, test
plan, documentation, and staff training.

 Verification - the process of assuring that
the system performs in accordance with the
requirements or specifications, and that it
achieves its functional objectives. (The
product is built the right way)

 Validation – the process of assuring that

the right product is being built.
 Configuration management - control of

incremental revisions over time, enabling
reproducibility of results and protecting
against the introduction of faults that cannot
be backed out.

 Quality assurance - processes and
procedures that assure that the system has
been developed and produced in accordance
with its goals, and that it delivers the
capabilities it is intended to provide.
Techniques and methodologies need to
defined with mutual agreement between the
product development organization and
certifiying agency to ensure the quality of the
product.

 Code refers to the source code produced by
the developers or development tool and it in-
cludes all system and application source code,
test code, scripts, and object code. This code
is to be reviewed as part of the regulatory com-
pliance process, and must agree with the ac-
tual code used in the system.

 Test includes specific tests performed to verify
the correct operation of the code, as well as its
ability to achieve all design goals and system
requirements. Testing includes Structural cov-
erage  analysis to insure that all program in-
structions are tested. Finally, unit/white-box,
integration/black-box, and final acceptance
testing generally are included.

 Results consist of complete results of all tests
compiled into a unit and integration test report.
Manufacturers of rail transportation systems

have development teams that are fully capable
of generating the documentation required to
comply with these safety-critical standards, as
required by applicable regulations and have done
so for years.

However, there are some aspects of this work
that developers would like to avoid or that pose
challenges. As safety-critical systems evolve in
complexity and make use of more powerful
microprocessors, they increasingly employ
commercial RTOS technology. The real-time
operating system controls and manages the
application software to maximize system
resources for a given processor.
4.0 Software reliability

Software reliability is a special aspect of
reliability engineering. System reliability, by
definition, includes all parts of the system,
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including hardware, software, supporting
infrastructure (including critical external
interfaces), operators and procedures.
Traditionally, reliability engineering focuses on
critical hardware parts of the system. Since the
widespread use of digital integrated circuit
technology, software has become an increasingly
critical part of most electronics and, hence, nearly
all present day systems.

There are significant differences, however, in
how software and hardware behave. Most
hardware unreliability is the result of a component
or material failure that results in the system not
performing its intended function. Repairing or
replacing the hardware component restores the
system to its original operating state. However,
software does not fail in the same sense that
hardware fails. Instead, software unreliability is
the result of unanticipated results of software
operations. Even relatively small software
programs can have astronomically large
combinations of inputs and states that are
infeasible to exhaustively test. Restoring software
to its original state only works until the same
combination of inputs and states results in the
same unintended result. Software reliability
engineering must take this into account.

Despite this difference in the source of failure
between software and hardware, several software
reliability models based on statistics have been
proposed to quantify what we experience with
software: the longer software is run, the higher
the probability that it will eventually be used in an
untested manner and exhibit a latent defect that
results in a failure.

As with hardware, software reliability depends
on good requirements, design and
implementation. Software reliability engineering
relies heavily on a disciplined software
engineering process to anticipate and design
against unintended consequences. There is more
overlap between software quality engineering and
software reliability engineering than between
hardware quality and reliability. A good software
development plan is a key aspect of the software
reliability program. The software development
plan describes the design and coding standards,
peer reviews, unit  tests, configuration
management, software metrics and software
models to be used during software development.

A common reliability metric is the number of

software faults, usually expressed as faults per
thousand lines of code. This metric, along with
software execution time, is key to most software
reliability models and estimates. The theory is that
the software reliability increases as the number
of faults (or fault density) decreases or goes
down. Establishing a direct connection between
fault density and mean-time-between-failure is
difficult, however, because of the way software
faults are distributed in the code, their severity,
and the probability of the combination of inputs
necessary to encounter the fault. Nevertheless,
fault density serves as a useful indicator for the
reliability engineer. Other software metrics, such
as complexity, are also used. This metric remains
controversial, since changes in software
development and verification practices can have
dramatic impact on overall defect rates.

Testing is even more important for software
than hardware. Even the best software
development process results in some software
faults that are nearly undetectable until tested.
As with hardware, software is tested at several
levels, starting with individual units, through
integration and full-up system testing depending
on the Safety Integrity levels. Unlike hardware, it
is inadvisable to skip levels of software testing.
During all phases of testing, software faults are
discovered, corrected, and re-tested. Reliability
estimates are updated based on the fault density
and other metrics. At a system level, mean-time-
between-failure data can be collected and used
to estimate reliability. Unlike hardware, performing
exactly the same test on exactly the same
software configuration does not provide increased
statistical confidence. Instead, software reliability
uses different metrics, such as code coverage.

Eventually, the software is integrated with the
hardware in the top-level system, and software
reliability is subsumed by system reliability. The
Software Engineering Institute's  capability
maturity model is a common means of assessing
the overall software development process for
reliability and quality purposes.

5.0    Initiation of Proposal to Signing of the
Consultancy Agreement for setting up of
Centre for Safety Critical Software for
Signaling Applications

IRISET proposed to set up a Centre for Safety
Critical Software for Signaling Applications which
shall provide advance training and a structured
platform for knowledge transfer of key
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technologies in various signaling systems on
Indian Railways. The signaling system on the
railways for the safety critical application has
undergone major transformation. The present
technology system and sub-systems are based
on mission critical hardware with embedded
safety critical software specific to rail industry.

The Electronic Interlocking(EI) installations on
Indian Railway are from multiple OEM’s, same is
the case with other software embedded signaling
system like MSDAC, TPWS etc. The executive
software, application development software suite
and simulator software system are propriety   of
the OEM’s. In EI itself there are multiple OEM
systems from Ansaldo STS, Invensys Rail
Systems, GE transportation, AZD Praha, Medha
Systems, Siemens etc. installed on various Zonal
Railways. Hence maintaining these systems
require training on complete suite of application
development software, testing software, validation
software and simulator including version updates
to be procured, deployed, maintained and
supported during its life cycle.

The effective working of the centre requires
knowledge transfer, manpower training and
development of competency in the software
systems and sub-systems. The OEM’s are wary
of transferring the complete technology and
technical knowledge of the software systems due
to Intellectual Property Rights (IPR’s) issues.

The safety critical centre proposed to be set
up will bridge the gap which exists in the railways
in terms of safety critical software knowledge,
processes, competency etc, and will develop the
human resource and make them competent to
operate and maintain these systems which will
help in enhanced reliabil ity, availability,
maintainability and safety of the software based
signaling systems. These systems have direct
bearing on line capacity, smooth running of train
services and higher level of safety in train
operations.

IRISET signed the Consultancy Agreement
with Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur
for Setting of the Centre for Safety Critical
Software for Signalling Applications at IRISET,
Secunderabad on 28th April 2015.

6.0 Scope of Consultancy:
6.1  The Consultancy covers the following as-

pects.
a) Identify and document the qualifications and

training requirements of the Signalling &
Telecommunication personnel to be posted
at the Centre.

b) Work out detailed syllabus for imparting
training in Software Engineering, Reliability
Engineering, Safety Standards including
CENELEC, Software Testing, Verification
and Validation, Version Control, Safety
Cases, etc.

c) Specification and Configuration of Safety
Critical Data Centre. This includes
specif ications for servers, hypervisor,
operating system, rack, storage, security
infrastructure, bandwidth, networking
hardware, work station etc.

d) Suggest Software Verification tools to be
procured and set up at the Centre.

7.0 Methodology and Roadmap- Jointly
agreed by IRISET & RDSO for development of
the Centre for Safety Critical Software
7.1  Scope of work

    The broad scope of the work is as under:

7.1.1 Identify and document the qualifications
and training requirement of Signalling &
Telecommunication personnel to be
posted at Centre.

7.1.2 Work out detailed syllabus for imparting
training in Software Engineering, Reliabil-
ity Engineering, and Safety Standards in-
cluding CENELEC, Software Testing, Veri-
fication and Validation, Version Control.
Safety cases etc.

7.1.3 Specification and Configuration of Safety
Critical Data Centre.  Including specifica-
tions for networking hardware, work sta-
tion etc and execution of the work.

7.1.4 Software Application, Data preparation,
Simulation, Verification, Validation and
testing tools to be procured and set up at
the Centre in consultation with RDSO,
carrying out preparation of application data
for all kinds of modern electronic equip-
ment for requirement of zonal railways,
along with modifications in present work-
ing installation using the tools as well as
at manual level. The tools procured will
be utilised for fulfilling the training needs
of S&T personnel.

7.1.5 Validation and Verification of Application
Data at Lab level before issue for imple-
mentation and verification by zonal rail-
ways.
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7.1.6 Study in detail the relevant reliability issues
for modern electronic equipment and pro-
vide inputs to RDSO for identification of
solution and impact on implementation.

7.1.7 Create, Maintain and update database of
all electronic equipment in complete de-
tail, including failure position by coordinat-
ing with zonal railways and carry out quar-
terly analysis to find the trends and iden-
tify relevant issues and propose solutions
in consultation with RDSO.

7.1.8 Roll out the network connectivity to all
stakeholders, monitor, maintain and up-
date the relevant items on network for use
by all stakeholders.

8.0  Role of RDSO:
8.1      IRISET in consultation with RDSO shall

finalise on the infrastructure to be devel-
oped along with the software and hard-
ware tools to be procured by IRISET.

8.2      RDSO shall collaborate with IRISET in
developing the Centre for Safety  Critical
Software and its operationalisation.

8.3      RDSO shall lay down the process, provide
all necessary technical assistance and
knowledge sharing to IRISET, who will be
analysing the defects/errors in the soft-
ware based signalling systems/sub-sys-
tems from various manufacturers installed
in the field and providing necessary tech-
nical inputs to the OEM/Signalling Vendor/
Zonal Railways as the case may be. This
will be extremely useful in monitoring and
enhancing the RAMS(Reliability Availabil-
ity Maintainability & Safety) of the system/
sub-system.

8.4 It is understood that RDSO is executing a
project on formalization of Interlocking
rules and safety assessment in circuit de-
sign for yard layouts. The system being
developed by RDSO can be utilized on re-
ciprocal basis by IRISET for training and
imparting knowledge to the S&T person-
nel from the Zonal Railways. The formal
verification tool for modeling simulation
and validation of interlocking requirements
being as envisaged in the RDSO proposal
shall be made accessible over a network
infrastructure so that it can be gainfully uti-
lized by all the Zonal Railways and IRISET.

8.5      Development of new technology in Signal-
ling and train control systems, its deploy-
ment and absorption of technology is a

dynamic and continuous process and
hence RDSO shall frame the methodol-
ogy and extend its support for continuously
augmenting  the requirement of the pro-
posed software centre

9.0  Role of IRISET:
9.1 IRISET will frame the necessary bid docu-

ments in consultation with  RDSO and
based on the consultant’s report.

9.2 IRISET to carry out, Procurement of Tools,
Training Material and training to staff for
software centre by OEMs, in collaboration
with RDSO, including development of
knowledge for design and  verification of
Application Data.

9.3 IRISET shall setup a software Verification
and Validation process with necessary
tools and technology with multi-site licence
as part of the project for evaluation of Sig-
nalling and Interlocking software in  col-
laboration with RDSO.

9.4  IRISET will execute the work for devel-
opment of centre for Safety Critical Soft-
ware in consultation with RDSO.

9.5 IRISET will train the design staff from the
zonal railways in phased manner on vari-
ous software driven systems / sub systems
deployed / approved for deployment on
the railways to develop application logic
and data preparation, however such time
till confidence level is generated in Zonal
Railways, IRISET shall carry out prepara-
tion of application data, modifications in
application data and verification and  vali-
dation of the same, staff for same may be
deputed to IRISET by  zonal railways for
this purpose.

9.6 IRISET will train the project executing or-
ganization/field units in a phased manner
on testing and verification of the applica-
tion before installation and commission-
ing of the Signalling system/sub-system.

9.7 IRISET will  train the maintenance
Organisation personals on testing & veri-
fication of the application, fault identifica-
tion, rectification and debugging of the
application software pertaining to the Sig-
nalling system/sub-system.

9.8 The software & simulation tools for devel-
oping/modification of the application logic
for each of the systems/sub-systems of
various OEM/Vendors will be procured/
acquired from the Zonal Railways, as   the
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case may be, and installed in the applica-
tion server at IRISET.

9.9 The centre will develop competency un-
der guidance of  RDSO in  analyzing the
error logs of critical failures of Software
based Signalling and Train Control sys-
tems installed over Indian Railways  and
suggest remedial action by taking inputs
from the Zonal Railways.

9.10 The infrastructure so developed at IRISET
will be provided over a  private cloud ar-
chitecture wherein all the simulation tools
and data preparation  applications for in-
terlocking and yard layout will be hosted
and made accessible  to the zonal head-
quarters, RDSO and the field units over a
secure network infrastructure.

9.11 The inventory of all the software applica-
tions, simulation tools and verification and
validation software will be maintained and
managed at the data proposed data cen-
tre. The activity like version control, soft-
ware updates and other software mainte-
nance activities will be managed from  the
centre.

9.12 The software’s for applications logic for
existing systems / sub-systems and new
systems approved by RDSO will be hosted
in IRISET and can  be accessed by the
Zonal HQ’s over the MPLS VPN Network
in a secured environment.

10.0 Role of Zonal Railways:
10.0 Identify and share the list of S&T

personnel’s for training on Software sys-
tems.

10.1 Zonal Railway will provide the initial data
of all the software based signalling sys-
tems to IRISET along with version of the
existing configuration and the  yard / lay-
out data version of the systems.

10.2 Provide a copy of the application data,
Data preparation tool and simulator for the
systems installed/ in pipe-line to IRISET.

10.3 Provide copy of the relevant documenta-
tion available with them.

11.0 Benefits:
11.1 The project is oriented towards develop-

ment of competency in the area of Appli-
cation software, Data preparation and test-
ing by simulation of field functions for
safety critical signaling and train control
systems by training and skilling the de-
sign off ice team in the Zonall

Railways,Divisional units, as well as in the
construction and project units. The design
team in the Headquarters will be trained
in the development of the applications pro-
gram and data preparation for various Sig-
nalling and Train Control systems and sub
systems deployed and/or approved for de-
ployment on Indian Railways. Prominent
among them are EI, MSDAC, SSDAC,
AWS, TPWS, TCAS, ETCS etc.

11.2 The software centre will get involved right
from the beginning at the stage of type
approval / cross acceptance of the sys-
tem/technology for deployment on Indian
Railways. IRISET will work with RDSO and
OEM/vendor community to adopt the best
practices to standardize the process of
developing the application logic, data
preparation, verification, validation, test-
ing and troubleshooting procedures.

11.3 The project will help in creating Subject
matter experts (SME) in the zonal head-
quarters for design, development & Veri-
fication of application logic based on SIP,
TOC etc for the software based systems
& sub systems.

11.4 The center will aid in developing testing,
verification and trouble-shooting capabil-
ity with in the field units who will be di-
rectly executing the work on ground and
maintaining the systems.

11.5 The application for the yard can be pre-
tested by the simulation/data validation
tool or compiler etc by the design/testing
team before it is deployed in the Interlock-
ing system in the field ex: before loading
and burning in the EPROM.

12.0 Organisation & Human Resource
12.1 It is envisaged that to keep pace with fast

growing developments in the fields of soft-
ware engineering the selection criteria for
S&T engineers to be posted at the pro-
posed centre shall include minimum
matching skill set of a Graduate Engineer
with Bachelor’s degree in Computer Sci-
ence / Computer Engineering / Software
Engineering with domain knowledge of
Signalling. If needed some officers can
also be sponsored for M. Tech / Ph. D pro-
grams in Computer Science / Engineer-
ing / Software Engineering preferably with
some project on assessment and valida-
tion of safety critical software.
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12.2  It is proposed that the centre may be
headed by an officer in     SAG who in turn
shall be assisted by an officer in JAG/SG
and team of  12JS/SS officers,12 SE/SSE
and 2 JE(IT), out of this proposed strength
4 officers (JS/SS) and 4 Supervisors shall
be allocated to RDSO/Lucknow on Per-
manent basis for coordination, collabora-
tion and adoption of new technologies and
further dissemination of know-how from
RDSO to IRISET.  A separate cadre will
be required to be created for supervisors
at IRISET/RDSO to maintain continuity in
future, the cadre posted in this category
shall remain devoted permanently.

12.3 The tenure of officers selected and posted
in this centre shall be minimum ten years
depending upon the requirement. There
is need to protect the career growth and
promotion prospects of the officers posted
in the centre. If need be by upgrading the
post itself.

14.0 Proposed stage-wise implementation:
Stage 1:

i) Engaging consultants to provide a
comprehensive approach and deliverables
as per the scope of work.

ii) Training of the identified S&T personnel on
safety standards for railway signaling.

iii) Creation of posts, identification of personnel
and their postings in IRISET and RDSO.

Stage 2:
i) Setting up of a data centre with private cloud

platform connected to zonal and divisional
headquarters over secure MPLS, VPN
network.

ii) Procurement of simulation tools and
application/data preparation tool for EI,
MSDAC, SSDAC, TPWS etc. from the OEMs
which shall be hosted over the private cloud
platform. (for the new systems for which
RDSO may consider for giving type approval
/ cross acceptance the OEM shall offer the
simulation tool and application development
tool in advance to the Centre for Safety
Critical Software  and give a Crash course
to the concerned S&T personnel. This will

help to seamlessly integrate the new
interlocking / Train Control system with the
existing systems and streamline the adoption
of new technology /systems on the railways.

iii) Identification and nomination of S&T
personnel involved in design and execution
of work connected with EI, MSDAC, SSDAC,
TPWS etc.

iv) Training and Skill development of the design
team in zonal headquarters and the
execution team in the field as mentioned in
the SI no. 3 & 4.

v) Training of the IRISET faculty and instructors
on the data centre technology, deployment
of application and simulation tools over the
private cloud architecture, inventory
management and maintenance of software.

Stage 3:
i) Training of the identified S&T personnel for

RDSO and Zonal Railways on software
engineering practices, reliability engineering,
software language like C / C++ and areas
given by the consultant.

ii) Development and deployment of software
verif ication and validation tool being
developed by RDSO.

iii) Training of identified S&T personnel on the
software verification and validation tool.

iv) Post completion of stage 3 regular courses
will be held by IRISET.

v) As required by Zonal Railways, support for
Data Preparation shall be provided by
IRISET.
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1.0  Background:
Level crossings are the most vulnerable

location on any Railway system as road and rail
levels are at the same level. On Indian Railways
there are approximately 32000 level crossing
gates, out of which more than 13500 are
unmanned level crossing gates. The accidents
at level crossing gates contribute for approx. 40%
of total accidents on Indian Railways. The fatalities
and injuries due to accidents at level crossing gate
are very high (i.e approx. 60% of total deaths due
to accidents on Indian Railways).

The accidents at unmanned level crossing
gates are much severe in terms of human loss
since these accidents occurs mostly on account
of lack of understanding/misjudgment (errors)
and/or deliberate violations by road users, while
crossing the level crossing in the face of
approaching trains. In a research study from UK
market, it has been observed that since level
crossing accidents rates encountered by
individuals are very low, so people miscalculate
the severity of risk. Therefore, Railway
administration shall adopt three-dimensional
approach  (as depicted in figure-1 below) involving
Educating road-users about fatal risk,
Enforcement of Law and adopting innovative
Engineering solutions to warn road-users about
approaching train.

Figure - 1: Three Dimensional Approach for
Reduction of Level Crossing Accidents

 According to one UIC study, almost 98% of
all accidents at level crossing in Europe are
caused by the misuse of road users and
pedestrians mainly living or working near level
crossings.  It is therefore, educating people about
severity of risk involved while crossing the Level

Radio Frequency based Advance Warning System (Radio Based)
to Pre-Warn Road User about Approaching Trains at Unmanned

Level Crossing Gate
Shri Rajesh Kumar Pandey,  Director/Telecom/RDSO

Crossings shall be most important factors to
reduce the accidents at unmanned level
crossings.

The prevailing laws [Section 161 of Railway
act and Section 131 of the Motor Vehicle Act) shall
be enforced to initiate penal action against those
who endanger themselves & others on the Indian
Railways. Intensive drive in association with State
Law enforcing agencies will be very helpful
reduction in fatalities & accidents at level
crossings.

The third dimension of this three-dimensional
approach focuses on adoption of innovative
engineering & technological solutions to pre-warn
road user about approaching train at unmanned
level crossing. Such systems are only useful for
law abiding alert road-users.

RDSO has taken some initiatives to develop
Train Actuated Warning System (TAWS) to pre-
warn road users about approaching train in past
two decades.   Different technologies for detection
of trains like Seismic Transducers, Open Track
Circuit and Axle Counters have been tried.  The
outcome  of  these trials  have not been  found
very useful  on account of  following :

• Vandalism/ outside interference/ frequent theft
at Unmanned Locations.

• Poor/ no Availability of reliable power supply
at level crossing gates for various electronic
systems and audio-visual device.

• Maintenance of system in mid-sections result-
ing into high downtime.

2.0 Details of Radio Frequency based
Advance Warning System to Pre-Warn Road
users about Approaching Train:

In this background, Ministry of Railways   has
advised RDSO in October, 2014 to take
appropriate action in mission mode to develop a
suitable and viable vandal-proof advanced
warning system to pre-warn road users against
approaching trains at Unmanned Level
Crossings. In December, 2014 Railway Board has
directed RDSO to develop suitable device for
providing audio-visual Warning to road- users at
unmanned Level Crossings (LC) before the arrival
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of a train at the LC.

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for this
project was signed between IIT/Kanpur and
RDSO in March 2015. This project has been also
mentioned in MR’s Budget Speech 2015-16.

RDSO along with IIT Kanpur has undertaken
this R&D project for development of suitable &
vandal-proof design of Radio Frequency based
Advance Warning System to Pre-Warn Road
users about Approaching Trains at Unmanned
Level Crossing (LC) Gate” at a total cost of Rs.
46.37 Lakhs and completion period of nine
months. The Functional Requirement
Specification (FRS) & Conceptual design have
been finalized and Prototype System for Field Trial
has been fabricated by IIT/Kanpur.

2.1  Salient Features of System:
2.1.1 Conceptual design evolved by IIT/
Kanpur envisages use of following
technologies:
(i) Global Positioning System (GPS) Receiver for

collecting location information of Locomotive.
(ii) RFID technology (In addition to GPS informa-

tion) for collecting location information of Lo-
comotive.

(iii) Transmission & reception of information so
collected in license free band (865 MHz) of
Radio Frequency (RF).

(iv) Low wattage LED Signals (less than 4 watts)
& Audio (less than 4 watts) Warning to mini-
mize power consumption at Level Crossing
Gate. Total power consumption of the system
is less than 20 watts.

2.1.2 The prototype developed has following
salient feature specially incorporated for
pilferage prevention & reduction of down time
in case of vandalism:
(i) Alerts through GSM network at registered

mobile numbers in case of pilferage at LC gate.
(ii) Provides information at nominated mobile

numbers about status of satisfactory working
of the system ( i.e Voltage of power supply, RF
transmission status etc.).

(iii) No requirement of Power Supply at remote
End from LC Gate. RFID tags being Passive
Device.

(iv) RFID tags placed on track does not have any
market value. (Stick / mounted on track in such
a manner that once removed from track).

(v) Least Possible Requirement of Cable. Mini-
mum Requirement of cable and hardware less

venerable to vandalism.
(vi) Following Anti Tamper features has been in-

corporated in the prototype:
• Use of Tamper/ Vandalism Sensing Devices,

Robust Hardware and Specially Designed
Pole, Special Type nuts & bolts.

• All Batteries/Solar Panels are tightened by
metal rope also. All these metal ropes are
connected to device. If any wire gets cut,
SMS will go to controlling station & at
nominated mobile numbers.

• An Audio alarming message will actuated
locally about theft for 10 Seconds. It may be
repeated if needed.

2.2  Brief Details of System Developed:
IIT/Kanpur has already developed the

prototype model for field trials being undertaken
in Lucknow Division of Northern Railway. The
system details are as under:

2.2.1  The prototype of the system consists of
[a] Locomotive Equipment with GPS, RF trans-

receiver (Installed on the roof of locomotive) &
RFID Reader (mounted at under-frame of lo-
comotive)

[b] Level Crossing Unit with RF trans-receiver,
Solar Power Supply, data-logging & health
monitoring, RFID tags.

2.2.2 The locomotive Equipment consists of
(i) Main Unit [SBC (Single Board Computer), GPS

receiver, RF (Radio Frequency) Trans-receiver,
RFID Reader, SMPS Power Supply, 12 volt
Battery] and

(ii) Auxiliary Unit [GPS receiver, RF (Radio Fre-
quency) Trans-receiver, SMPS Power Supply].

2.2.3  The GPS Module collects location infor-
mation of Locomotive and RFID reader of Loco-
motive Equipment reads the information of RF-
ID Tags (Passive Device) installed on the Track.
Location information so received is broadcasted
through Radio Frequency (865 Mhz) Trans-re-
ceiver from Locomotive.  Dual GPS Receiver &
Dual RF Trans- receivers to improve availability.
Main unit & Aux Unit work independently and
takes 110 V DC Power Supply from Locomotive.
2.2.4 RF Messages (RFID tags information as
well as GPS information] are continuously broad-
casted by Locomotive Equipment (which contains
information like its Location Co-ordinates, Time
& Speed) which is received by LC Gate Equip-
ment. The RF Messages are decoded by LC gate
unit for generating Audio-Visual Warning for Road
Users. This System provides advanced warning
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to road-users to pre-warn about approaching
trains from a distance of approximately 1.5 Kms.
Locomotive equipment also provides information
to loco pilot about approaching LC-gate in the
form of a buzzer sound through GIS mapping of
the LC Gates. The schematic Diagram of the sys-
tem is given below:

2.2.5 LC Gate Equipment has Solar Power with
Battery back-up as primary source of Power
Supply. LC gate equipment & Locomotive
Equipment have a self-diagnostic feature to
monitor its health and same is communicated to
remote location over GSM platform. Any act of
tampering (i.e disconnection) of  LC gate
equipment/parts i.e. battery, solar panel, hooter,
signal unit etc. and the control unit of LC gate
equipment generates a SMS alert which is being
sent at three designates mobile number over
GSM platform.
2.2.6 The prototype system developed in
this project provides following audio-visual
warning to road user:
(i) Normal aspect of Road Signal will be Flashing

Yellow (Flashing reduces power consumption
by approx. 50%). and Hooter will be OFF when
there are no approaching trains running within
aerial distance of 1500 m (Approx.) & +50 m
range from the Level Crossing Gate equipment.

(ii) Audio and Visual (Flashing Red & Hooter

sound) both warning will start as soon as Train
with Locomotive Equipment enters within 1500
m (approx.) Ariel distance of LC Gate and ap-
proaching towards it.

(iii) Audio and Visual (both) warning will stop only
after locomotive of the train has cleared the
Level Crossing by minimum 50 Meter.

(iv) In the event of two trains are simultaneously
approaching level crossing, alarm shall not get
switched off till locomotive of later of the two
trains has cleared the level crossing by speci-
fied distance ( i.e 50 Meter for trail purpose).

(v) The Audio Alarm should get switched off after
15 seconds and LC gate equipment shall en-
ter in Standby Mode in case locomotive has
stopped between Level Crossing Gate & within
1500 m (approx.) Ariel distance of LC Gate.
The Audio Warning shall again start once Lo-
comotive approaches towards LC gate

3.0  Present Status of Project:

3.1 The LC Gate Equipment has been
installed at Level Crossing (LC) Gate number 29C
(manned) falling between Sonik & Unnao Station
in Lucknow-Kanpur Section of Northern Railway.
The RFID Tags have been installed on the
sleepers at 1500 Meters, 800 meters and 50
meters away from LC gate on both sides of Up &
Down tracks as per clearance received from Track
Directorate of RDSO.

3.2 One Electric Locomotive (WAP-4, number
22535, maintained by Kanpur Electric Loco Shed)
running with Varuna Express (24227/24228) in
Lucknow-Kanpur section has been equipped with
Locomotive Equipment along-with RFID reader
antennae (at bottom of Locomotive) and GPS &
Radio Frequency Antennae (on the roof of
Locomotive) as per clearance received from
Electric Loco Directorate of RDSO.
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Actual photograph of the LC gate installation
is as under:

3.3 Field trial on latest version of system
(which has evolved after several iterations of
software & hardware modifications) has started
since 31st October 2015. The performance of the
Level Crossing Warning system provided at Level
Crossing gate   29-C (manned) has been found
satisfactory for last two days. In this system
information about approaching LC-gate is also
being provided to Loco pilot.

3.4 All the Locomotives/ MEMUs running in
the section shall be equipped with locomotive
equipment along-with RFID reader antennae (at
bottom of Locomotive) and GPS & Radio
Frequency Antennae (on the roof of Locomotive)

to provide audio-visual  warning to Road users
on  any  particular level crossing gate. Presently,
since only one locomotive [WAP-4, number
22535, maintained by Kanpur Electric Loco Shed
running with Varuna Express (24227/24228)] has
been equipped with locomotive equipment, audio-
visual warning is activated at Level Crossing (LC)
Gate number 29C (manned) falling between
Sonik & Unnao Station in Lucknow-Kanpur
Section of Northern Railway, as and when this
locomotive approaches this level crossing gate.
For all other trains there is no audio-visual warning
to road users.

4.0  Conclusion:
The outcome of this proof of concept trials

jointly undertaken by RDSO and IIT/Kanpur has
been found very encouraging. However, to derive
actual benefit all the locomotives running in the
section shall be provided with such system. The
issues pertaining to Operation & Maintenance of
such systems needs to be deliberated before
implementation/ adoption. The development and
adoption of such solutions are only a small step
in direction of Indian Railway’s effort for reduction
of level crossing accidents.

There is need to give more emphasis on
enforcement & education aspects for witnessing
better results in terms of reduction of reduction
of level crossing accidents. Educating people
about severity of risk involved while crossing the
Level Crossings shall be most important strategy
to reduce the accidents at unmanned level
crossings. In this process Schools & Colleges,
Print & Social media, Films, Civil societies, NGO,
Gram-Panchayats, Law-enforcing agencies shall
be involved for educating people about high level
of risk involved at level crossing.
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Insight into TPWS Interoperability Trial
Shri. V.N.M Rao, Dy.CSTE/Proj/MS

Smt. M.Roopavathy, AXSTE/Proj/MS

Introduction:
The TPWS system was commissioned in

Southern Railway on 2 May 2008 by installing
TPWS Trackside equipment in Moore market
Complex (MMC)- Chennai Beach(MSB) –
Gummidipoondi (GPD) section of Southern
Railway (48 Km) and also installing TPWS On-
Board equipment in 82 EMUs/MEMUsin
accordance with European Train Control System
(ETCS) Level-1 principles conforming to RDSO
specifications No. RDSO/SPN/183/2012Ver 2.3
or latest.

Features of TPWS:
•  Supervising current speed to the Maximum

Permitted Speed(MPS).
•  Automatic Visual and Audio Warning during

over speeds.
•  Automatic Service Brake application, if

current speed exceeds the MPS by 5 Kmph.
•  Automatic Emergency Brake application, if

current speed exceeds MPS by 10 Kmph.
•  Roll away protection.
•  TPWS system guides motorman during poor

visibility of signal due to foggy weather/
obstruction of the signal.

• Since the location of Permanent speed
restrictions and turn–outs are also fed in to
the system, TPWS controls the speed of train
ahead of such location also.

Provision of TPWS in BBQ - AJJ section:
During 2012-13, a new work was sanctioned

for the provision of Track side equipment along
with associated works for Train Protection &
Warning System (TPWS)covering 68 RKM on
Basin Bridge-Arakkonam (Slow line) section of
Southern Railway at an est imate cost
Rs.30,81,42,028/-and the contract has been
awarded to M/s. Thales India Pvt. Ltd., in April
2014.

In this work, it is proposed to install M/s. Thales
make TPWS Track side equipment on Basin
Bridge-Arakkonam (Slow line) section covering
over 169 Signals with 47 nos. of distributed type
and 10 nos. of Centralized type LEU’s comprising
of 194-Switchable Balises, 90-Fixed Balises &
136-Infill Balises. The same has to be interfaced
with the existing On-board System of M/s.
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Ansaldo make.

Method statement for Design Deliverables:
• Method statement on Design Deliverables –

This sets out the details of the scope of work
related to design inputs from Railways and
design deliverable from the contractor

• Design Input from Railways:
 Approved P.Way Plan
 Latest Gradient Plan with accuracy.
 Approved signalling interlocking plan (SIP)
 Table of control
 Location box wiring diagrams details to

identify ECR contacts
 Working Time Table(WTT) for Permanent

Speed Restriction information (PSR)
 Relay Room Layout Plan and TPWS

equipment for positioning of trackside
equipment at centralised places (i.e at
stations yards)

 LEU location box drawings

• Design Deliverable by Contractor
 Track side interface drawings showing
 LEU Line side cabinet layout
 Power and signal wiring and relay details.
 System Configuration – SIP showing TPWS

equipment details
 TPWS equipment plan
 Base tables
 Telegram data
 Cable Route Plan and Cable core Plan.
 Safety case approval documents
 Any other documents as directed by the

Railway Executive in-charge.

Insight of TPWS Interoperability Trials :
What is Interoperability?

Interoperability may be defined as “The
capacity of the various national networks to
interact, without interruption, with the adjoining
networks, enabling a passenger or goods train
to circulate without distinction on any section of
the large trans-European railway network.”
 Objective of Interoperability trials
• As per Para 9.7 of RDSO Specification No.

RDSO/SPN/183/2012 Version 2.3 , the objec-
tive of the interoperability configuration is ap-
plied on  situations where,
 Interoperability of onboard system of one

manufacturer and Balise of another and vice-
versa

 Interoperability of  Balise of one
manufacturer with LEU of another and vice-
versa.

 Need for interoperability trials
There are two different sections in Chennai

Division namely MAS/MSB-GPD section and
BBQ-AJJ(Slow line) section where TPWS system
is installed .There are 82 EMU/MEMUs of Avadi
car shed plying in these sections. Already TPWS
system consisting of Track side subsystem and
On Board Subsystem of M/s Ansaldo make is
commissioned in MAS/MSB-GPD section. At
present, the contract has been awarded to M/s
Thales India Pvt. Ltd., for the provision of the
TPWS track side system covering 68 RKM on
Basin Bridge – Arakkonam (slow line) section
during April-2014.  Thus scope of BBQ-AJJ(Slow
line) TPWS project involves only Trackside
system installation as the motor coaches plying
in this section are already installed with M/s
Ansaldo make On Board System. As per the
terms and conditions of the contract, vide. Clause
2.1 (c), the bidder shall demonstrate full
interoperability of the Track Side equipment
offered by them with the existing Onboard system
complying SRS 2.2.2 before commencement of
the supplies.

Thus M/s Thales has to demonstrate that their
Track Side subsystem is compatible and fully
interoperable with the M/s Ansaldo make On
Board System.

Interoperability Trial Section – Action plan
•  For the purpose of testing of Interoperability in

the BBQ-AJJ Project, M/s. Thales India Pvt.
Ltd. demonstrated the full interoperability of
their Track side with the existing Onboard sys-
tem by Ansaldo , in a  trial section between
Villivakkam-Ambattur of approx. 5 KM comply-
ing SRS 2.2.2 before commencement of the
supplies.

•   This includes both centralized as well as dis-
tributed LEU locations (i.e. within the station
yard and Auto section).

•   Interim approval have been communicated by
SR for the Book of Rules, Interface drawings,
and System configuration, cable route plan etc.
submitted by M/s Thales India Pvt. Ltd. for
preparation of telegrams and execution of
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physical works at site.
• It is proposed for TPWS interoperability  Trials

in stages as follows:
 A short trial to test Telegram transmission

from Track Side System to On Board System
of different makes.

 Trials in the Automatic Signalling System
covering 5 continuous signals in Up and
Down directions. This involves distributed
LEUs and Switchable/Infill/Fixed balises.

 Trials covering full section of 5KM with
centralized and distributed LEUs and all
types of balises.

Testing of TPWS trackside system for
interoperability involves the following testing:

1) Static testing of the TPWS installation
2) Dynamic Testing of the TPWS installation

Before conducting Dynamic test with empty
rake, Static test has to be performed to ensure
the correctness of the TPWS system installed.

Static testing of TPWS installation:
The following Balise Static tests will be carried

out jointly by the contractor and Railway
Representative:
1) Telegram verification using BEPT tool

Balise Equipment Programming tool (BEPT)
and check whether the telegrams loaded at Balise
is same as the telegrams submitted by the
contractor. The following will be verified for the
correctness with the help  of BEPT tool:

 Check the availability of correct telegram per
case

 Confirm the correct distance of the balises
from the foot of the signal

 Check the telegrams generated for different
Signal Aspects using Balise Equipment
Programming Tool (BEPT)

2) Signal wiring verification using Bell testing
3) Data cable, power cable and signaling cable

parameters verification using megger
i. To measure the Insulation resistance
ii. To conduct the loop test for measure

conductivity

 The sample of static report is shown below:

2) Dynamic Testing of the TPWS installation
The dynamic testing of TPWS trackside

system will be carried out with the help of empty
rake. All dynamic testing scenarios will be tested
by doing 3-4 trips per day. The following dynamic
test scenarios were tested for proving
interoperability

 Changing to Full Supervision Mode from
Unfit mode once the motor coach enters the
TPWS territory

 Changing to Unfitted mode once the motor
coach exits out of TPWS territory

 Level Transition (L0 to L1 and Vice-Versa).
 Balise Linkage
 Design of Telegram with appropriate

parameters.
 Compatibility of Telegram with respect to On

Board and Trackside as per SRS 2.2.2.
 Transmission of  correct telegrams

corresponding to signal Aspects.
 Changing from Full Supervision (FS) mode

to On Sight mode (OS) and from On Sight
mode (OS) to Unfit mode (UN) .

 Testing of Big Metal Mass Balises - This will
cut off the BTM Transmission power (27
MHz) of On Board system to balise to avoid
reading of Balises over a predetermined
distance. This is to bypass the service
coaches for TPWS protection during trial
period.

 Testing of Release speed-By keeping Signal
at ON

 Testing for “No Reaction”of Onboard by
disconnecting the cable connectivity between
Infill Balise and  LEU.

 Testing of Onboard reaction by
disconnecting the cable connectivity between
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Switchable Balise and LEU.
Stage-wise Interoperability trials
Stage I interoperability Trials
 A short trial covering two signals, (S108 and

S124) near Villivakkam with one LEU and 4
balises (1 Switchable and 3 fixed Balises)  was
conducted with a 9 car motor coach and the
following rudimentary tests were conducted
successfully:

       The following dynamic test scenarios were
tested :

1. Changing to Full Supervision Mode once the
motor coach enters the TPWS territory –
S108.

2. Changing to Unfitted mode once the motor
coach exits from TPWS territory Balise
(2713)

3. Level Transition ( L0 to L1 and Vice-Versa).
4. Balise Linkage
5. Compatibility of Telegram
6. Transmission of  correct telegrams

corresponding to signal Aspects

Stage II - Interoperability Trials
 The second stage of interoperability trials were

conducted  in the Automatic signalling section
of  Villivakkam-Ambattur section covering 5
continuous signals in Down direction (S108,
S116, S124, S132 and S140) and 4 continu-
ous signals in the Up directions(S139, S129,
S119 and S111) involving distributed LEUs re-
sided in the Location Boxes and Switchable/
Inf ill/ f ixed Balises. In this Stage 2
interoperability trial, 9 LEUs and 24 Balises (9
Switchable, 7 Infill Balises and 8 fixed Balises)
have been installed and static and Dynamic
tests were conducted.

 Stage III – TPWS Interoperability Trials
 In continuation with the trials (Stage-2), M/

s. Thales India Pvt Ltd have supplied and
installed 12 LEUs and 31 Balises covering
5Km in Automatic Signalling section with 3
yard signals in Centralised system and 9
signals in Distributed System.

 The full trial(Stage-3)demonstrating the
interoperability by M/s Thales India Pvt Ltd
has been conducted for two days on 21st /
22nd May 2015 in the presence of Director/
Signal, RDSO/LKO.

Interoperability Trials conclusion:
 Upon Successful complet ion of

Interoperability Trials , RDSO has advised
SR to go ahead with further installations in
the remaining Section.

 The TPWS System was kept switched ON
for a period of one month to observe the
reliability of the System working after the
issue of SOB to motormen.

 Failures and feedback from motor men were
recorded and analyzed.
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 Now the physical activities for the remaining
section are in progress.

 Supply of TPWS equipment such as LEU,
Balise , BEPT will be carried out shortly as
the inspection at OEM premises is
completed.

Conclusion:
With this trial, the objective of testing the

Interoperability between the existing On-Board
system of M/s. Ansaldo and proposed Track side
system of M/s. Thales make in the Automatic
Signaling section (Villivakkam – Ambattur) is
completed and found successful. This test was
conducted by installing all the TPWS elements
such as Infill Balise and Data cables in addition
to Switchable/Fixed Balise and distributed LEU’s.

During these trials, the designed telegrams
were transmitted from trackside and displayed
on DMI. Further TPWS system responded
positively to the various modes of operation and
reacted correctly for missing/defective Balises.
The concept of Big Metal Mass telegram
configuration could be successfully tested so as
to limit the TPWS trials with empty rake and
bypassing for other commuter EMU rakes as the
system is yet to be commissioned for public use.
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VoIP based Train Traffic Control Communication system
- Field trial

Shri.Yashpal Singh Tomar, Director Telecom/RDSO

Synopsis:
RDSO has framed the scheme and

specification of VoIP based train traffic Control
communication system (TCCS). A work for field
trial is also sanctioned in RDSO. The purpose of
the field trial is to see the actual implementation
of the various functional requirements and to get
the feedback from the user. As per the
requirement of the contract, the f irm
demonstrated the compliance of various
functional requirements of TCCS in a lab set up
in RDSO Lucknow. This article brings out the
outcome of the demonstration. New possibilities
also came out as a result of discussions held
during demonstration. These possibilities are also
mentioned in this article.

1. Introduction:
Specification of VoIP based Train traffic control

communication system (TCCS) have been
finalized by RDSO. The specification contains the
scheme of the system and functional and
technical requirements of the system and its
various components. Since this system is for vital
communication for train operation, field trial was
considered necessary to evaluate the system and
to take the feedback of the user. Therefore a work
for field trial of VoIP based TCCS has been
sanctioned in RDSO. The field trial would be done
in a small section of 12 stations. The section is
Mau- Shahganj traffic control section in Varanasi
Division. The contract for this field trial of VoIP
based train control communication as per RDSO/
SPN/TC/99/2012 Rev. 1 to has been awarded to
M/s Bitcom. The scope of the contract includes
supply of data networking equipments also, in
addition to VoIP based TCCS components, for
setting up the network. As per the requirement of
the contract, the firm demonstrated various
features of the proposed solution in a lab setup

in RDSO. The details of the demonstration are
given in this write up.
2. Set up for demonstration:

The set up consisted of following

 Section controllers- Two numbers. For trial, one
of the controller’s equipment was implemented
on lap top.

 Emergency controller- Implemented on lap top.
Way stations - 4 Numbers (station A, B, C, D):

SIP telephones were provided for each way
station.

 Voice logger as per existing RDSO specifica-
tion with gateway to enable recording in the
existing voice logger.

 New voice logger as per specification of VoIP
based TCCS.

 Gateway for emergency control
 Communication server
 FXS gateway
FXO gateway

• The schematic of the setup is given in the dia-
gram below.

Yashpal Singh Tomar, IRSSE 1991 exam batch. B.E. in Electronics and Communication from MITS Gwalior
and M.Tech. in Electrical Engineering from IIT Kanpur.Working as director Telecom RDSO Lucknow. Main
works include scheme and specification for Accident site communication system being procured by IRPMU
for 25, mainly A Route divisions of IR  and  Scheme and specification for VoIP based train control communi-
cation system.
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• Photo graphs of various components are shown below.

3. Demonstration of various features of control communication
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4. The following features were also demonstrated
in lab set up:

 The section traffic controller shall be able to
give ring to the way station telephone for ASM
(Assistant Station master) even if this phone is
busy in conversation or not properly restored
to “On Hook” condition.

 If ASM is busy in conversation, he will be added
to the controller’s conference.

 Only one phone will be provided with ASM. This
phone could be used for communication with
all controllers. The control phone at a way sta-
tion for ASM shall be able to receive call from
any of the controller pertaining to that section.
Despite this, the section traffic controller will
always be able to talk to ASM irrespective of
whether his phone is free or busy. Also, the
incoming call from section traffic controller to
ASM’s way side telephone shall generate dis-
tinct ring tone, which will enable ASM to differ-
entiate from a distance, whether the call is from
section controller or from some body else.

5.  The following features will be added during
actual field trial
 Call setup status indication on Controller con-

sole will be provided. The different stages of
call setup to be indicated with different colors
when controller calls ASM.

 If any ASM’s phone is disconnected from VoIP
network, then controller’s console shall show
“out of order indication” for that particular ASM.

6. Possibilities: The following possibilities also
exists which can be implemented over SIP
based solution:

 Instant messaging between various subscriber.
ASMs, controller may interchange information
through messages instead of making a voice
call. This could be used by ASMs to give train

position to the Section controller, thereby re-
ducing the volume of call traffic and workload
on section controller.

 Emergency broad cast messages to a pre-de-
fined group on their mobile telephones through
GSM gateways.

 By installing client software, mobile telephones
could also be used as control telephones.

 PA system of a particular station can be se-
lected from control office and centralized an-
nouncement can be made.

 VHF gateways can be provided at way stations.
This will enable using stations VHF radio from
the control office to make conversation with
driver/ guard.

 Controllers console can be used to make call
on mobile telephones also through GSM gate
way. Making calls on mobile network in place
of using mobile can offer many advantages,
e.g.
 Availability of call log
 Possibility to record the conversation
 Antenna of GSM gateway can be placed at

a location to enable better connectivity.
 Conferencing with way stations
Out of these possibilities, vendor will try to

demonstrate some of these during field trials itself.
These could be added in the next version of
RDSO specifications:
7. Conclusion:

In the lab demonstration all the existing unique
features of control communication could be
demonstrated. The VoIP based system provides
some additional features also. The user interface
for section controller and ASM will also improve.
Some new possibilities have also come up. With
all this, the VoIP based system can change the
way, the section traffic control works.
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Introduction
Lightning Electromagnetic

Impulse (LEMP) is the term given
to the overall electromagnetic
effects of lightning, including
conducted surges (transient over
voltages and currents) and
radiated electromagnetic field

effects.
Electronic systems operate on Low Voltages

(LV) or Extremely Low Voltages (ELV). The direct
loss due to LEMPs damaging electrical and
electronic signalling and data systems is
enormous. The indirect loss such as detention to
trains due to damaged equipment and data losses
wil l st ill be much higher. At present, no
assessment of such losses in Indian Railways is
available and as such losses seldom figure in any
reporting systems.

LEMPs may not be catastrophic in nature; but
may result in degradation of electronic circuitry.
Repeated exposures to LEMPS may result in the
permanent equipment failures. The cause of
failure is hardly attributed to the correct source in

such cases. S&T Engineers may, therefore, may
need to pay extra attention to protection LV & ELV
equipment against LEMPs.

Protection Measures
Key to protection against LEMPs involves

comprehensive and complex risk assessment and
that this assessment not only takes into account
the structure to be protected, but also the services
to which the structure is connected. In essence,
protection against transient over voltages or

Protection of LV & ELV Systems against LEMPs
Shri  P Venkata Ramana, Senior Professor (Signal)/IRISET

electrical surges can no longer be considered in
isolation, structural lightning protection is integral.

Protection against LEMPs can be achieved by
providing protection devices such as Surge
Protection Devices (SPDs) on power feeding lines
or data lines. However, mere provision of such
devices will not suffice to achieve effective
protection. It is essential to understand what shall
be the parameters of protection devices, where
to place them, how to network and coordinate
them. It is also important to know the proper
practices for installing them.

Let us examine steps involved in achieving
required protection for LV & ELV systems.

• Risk Assessment & Level of Protection
• Surge Protection Measures
    o External SPM
Air termination system
Down conductor system
Earth termination system
 o Internal SPM

 Strategic location for protective devices
 Recommended configuration of SPDs
 Selection for protective devices
 o Internal LPS installation considerations

 Lightning Equipotential Bonding
 Earthing of SPDs
 Length restriction of connecting wires
 Integration of Earthing systems
 Data Lines

Risk Assessment
IEC 62305 provides the guidelines to protect

a structure or a service against LEMPs, as well
as the selection of protection measure.

The ideal lightning protection for a structure
and its connected services would be to enclose
the structure within an earthed and perfectly
conducting metallic (box), and in addition provide
adequate bonding of any connected services at
the entrance point into the shield. This in essence
would prevent the penetration of the lightning
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current and the induced electromagnetic field into
the structure. However, in practice it is not
possible or indeed cost effective to go to such
lengths.

Protection measures, adopted in accordance
with its recommendations, will reduce any
damage and consequential loss as a result of a
lightning strike. This reduction in damage and
consequential loss is valid provided the lightning
strike parameters fall within defined limits,
established as Lightning Protection Levels (LPL).

There are four main sources of damage due
to flashes. They are

• S1: Flashes to the structure
• S2: Flashes near to the structure
• S3: Flashes to a service
• S4: Flashes near to a service
Each source of damage may result in one or

more of three types of damage -

• D1:  Injury of living beings due to step and
touch voltages

• D2:  Physical damage (fire, explosion,
mechanical destruction, chemical release)
due to lightning current effects including
sparking

• D3:  Failure of internal systems due to LEMP
There are four types of losses/risks that may

result from above damage:

• R1:  Loss of human life
• R2:  Loss of service to the public
• R3:  Loss of cultural heritage
• R4:  Loss of economic value
The relationships of all of  the above

parameters is summarised

Procedure for deciding the need for
protection (risk calculation)

The first stage of the risk assessment is to
identify which of the four types of loss, the
structure and its contents can incur. The ultimate
aim of the risk assessment is to quantify and if
necessary reduce the relevant primary risks.

It is this iterative process that decides the
choice or indeed Lightning Protection Level (LPL)
of Lightning Protection System (LPS) and Surge
Protective Measures (SPM) to counter Lightning
Electromagnetic impulse (LEMP).

The Risk Assessment software packages such
as StrikeRisk, LPCI RiskAssessment are
available readily in the market. They are
invaluable tools for undertaking the complex risk
assessment calculations and it facilitates the
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assessment of risk of loss due to lightning strikes
and transient over voltages caused by lightning.
Quick & easy to use, with full reporting capability,
they automate risk assessment calculations and
delivers results in minutes, rather than the hours
or days it would take to do the same calculations
by hand. Once the assessment has been made
and Level of Lightning Protection Level will be
known.

External Surge Protection Measures
An external Lightning Protection System

consists of

(a) Air termination system
(b) Down conductor system

(c) Earth termination system
These individual elements of an LPS should

be connected together using appropriate lightning
protection components (LPC). This will ensure
that in the event of a lightning current discharge
to the structure, the correct design and choice of
components will minimize any potential damage.

Air termination system
The role of an air termination system is to

capture the lightning discharge current and
dissipate it harmlessly to earth via the down
conductor and earth termination system.
Therefore it is vitally important to use a correctly
designed air termination system.

Combination of  any of  the following
components can be considered for the design of
the air termination:
(i) Air rods (or finials) whether they are free

standing masts or linked with conductors to
form a mesh on the roof

(ii) Centenary (or suspended) conductors,
whether they are supported by free standing
masts or linked with conductors to form a mesh
on the roof

(iii) Meshed conductor network that may lie in
direct contact with the roof or be suspended
above it (in the event that it is of paramount
importance that the roof is not exposed to a
direct lightning discharge)

All types of air termination systems that are
used shall meet the positioning requirements laid
down in the body of the standard. It highlights
that the air termination components should be
installed on corners, exposed points and edges
of the structure.

The two basic methods recommended for
determining the position of the air termination
systems are:

(a) The protective angle method
(b) The mesh method
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The protective angle method:
The protective angle method is suitable for

simple shaped buildings. The protective angle (a)
is the angle created between the tip (A) of the
vertical rod and a line projected down to the
surface on which the rod sits.

The protective angle afforded by an air rod is
clearly a three dimensional concept whereby the
rod is assigned a cone of protection by sweeping
the line AC at the angle of protection a full 360o
around the air rod.

The protective angle differs with varying height
of the air rod and class of LPS. The protective
angle afforded by an air rod is determined from
Table

h is the height of air-termination above the reference
plane of the area to be protected

The mesh method:
This is the method that was most commonly

used and four different air termination mesh sizes
are defined and correspond to the relevant class
of LPS

This method is suitable where plain surfaces
require protection if the following conditions are
met:

(a) Air termination conductors must be positioned
at roof edges, on roof overhangs and on the
ridges of roof with a pitch in excess of 1 in 10
(5.7o)

(b) No metal installation protrudes above the air
termination system

Modern research on lightning inflicted damage
has shown that the edges and corners of roofs
are most susceptible to damage. So on all
structures particularly with flat roofs, perimeter
conductors should be installed as close to the
outer edges of the roof as is practicable.

Air Termination Network
Vertical air rods (finials) or strike plates should

be mounted above the roof and connected to the
conductor system beneath. The air rods should
be spaced not more than 10 m apart and if strike
plates are used as an alternative, these should
be strategically placed over the roof area not more
than 5 m apart.

Down conductor  system
Down conductors should within the bounds of

practical constraints take the most direct route
from the air termination system to the earth
termination system. The greater the number of
down conductors the better the lightning current
is shared between them. This is enhanced further
by equipotential bonding to the conductive parts
of the structure.

The down conductor spacing should
correspond with the relevant class of LPS.

There should always be a minimum of two
down conductors distributed around the perimeter
of the structure. Down conductors should
wherever possible be installed at each exposed
corner of the structure as research has shown
these to carry the major part of the lightning
current.

Earth termination system
The earth termination system is vital for the

dispersion of lightning current safely and
effectively into the ground.

Standard recommends a single integrated
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earth termination system for a structure,
combining lightning protection, power and
telecommunication systems.

A good earth connection should possess the
following characteristics:
(a) Low electrical resistance between the elec-

trode and the earth. The lower the earth elec-
trode resistance the more likely the lightning
current will choose to flow down that path in
preference to any other, allowing the current
to be conducted safely to and dissipated in the
earth

(b) Good corrosion resistance. The choice of
material for the earth electrode and its connec-
tions is of vital importance. It will be buried in
soil for many years so has to be totally depend-
able
The standard advocates a low earthing

resistance requirement and points out that it can
be achieved with an overall earth termination
system of 10 ohms or less.

Internal Surge Protection Measures
Strategic location selection for protective
devices

The general principle is that the equipment
requiring protection should be located in an LPZ
whose electromagnetic characteristics are
compatible with the equipment stress withstand
or immunity capability.

The concept caters for external zones, with
risk of direct lightning stroke (Zone 0), or risk of
partial lightning current occurring (Zone 1), and
levels of protection within internal zones (Zone 1
& Zone2).

In general the higher the number of the zone
(Zone 2; Zone 3 etc) the lower the
electromagnetic effects expected. Typically, any
sensitive electronic equipment should be located
in higher numbered Zones and be protected
against LEMP by relevant Surge Protection
Measures.

Less sophisticated electrical items such as
pump motors, machines, power tools etc., should
be placed closer to the main distribution panel
and more sophisticated equipment such as
microprocessor based systems, medical
equipment, communication equipment etc.,
should be located at inner rooms where power is
provided from more inward power distribution
boards. For this purpose, the installation should

be demarcated as zones for placing the protection
equipment. Zoning concept is essential as

(a) Finite impedance of SPDs: Although we
assumed zero resistance for SPDs under low
impedance mode, in reality they have finite
impedance. Therefore, as the current flows
through the SPD at low impedance mode, a
potential difference builds up across each SPD
which will be felt by the downstream equipment
which are to be protected. A Large current results
a large potential difference, hence we need SPDs
in several stages to have a low output voltage to
appear across the protected equipment

(b) Backdoor intrusion of lightning transients:
In most of the building complexes one may find
power panels from which electricity is fed into
external devices such as Display boards, CCTVs,
Security systems etc., Lightning current may enter
the building via these electrical paths and affect
the equipment connected to the power system
even if the main panel is installed with SPDs.

(c) Transients generated within the building:
Many switching operations, involved with large
inductive and capacitive loads, generate fast
transients that carry sufficiently high energy to
affect sophisticated electronics. Only a properly
coordinated network of SPDs will be able to
prevent such transients from damaging the
equipment

Zoning of Station provided with EI system
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Recommended configuration of SPDs

Selection for protective devices

Four important parameters for Surge
Protection Devices are
• Impulse Current
• Voltage Protection Level
• Response Time
• Max Continuous Operating Voltage

Impulse Current
In the selection of SPDs, the most exposed

zone or Zone-1 needs SPDs with higher rating of
impulse current handling. The Zone-2 and Zone-
3 need sequentially reducing values of current
handling capacity. The values of the current rating
should be determined by following an appropriate
standard and also taking into account the
geographical location, thunderstorm density,
equipment to be protected etc.
 SPDs connected at Zone-1, known as Class I
protectors, should be tested for the 10/350µs
impulse while the SPDs of other classes should
be tested for the 8/20µs current impulse. In most
of the technical specifications published by the
manufacturers the 10/350 µs waveform is referred
as Iimp and 8/20 µs impulse by Imax.

The current handling capacity of SPDs will
depend on the factors - Zone of consideration,
Risk level and Lightning density.

Risk can be considered low for offices,
factories, non-essential service providers,

domestic etc.

Risk can be considered high for hospitals,
power generation and distribution,
communication, broadcasting  and  other
essential  service providers

 Areas are considered to be high lightning
density areas where isokeraunic level is greater
than 80 thunder days/year.

Areas are considered to be low lightning
density areas where isokeraunic level is less than
80 thunder days/year.

For example,  at the main panel of a high risk
location in an area of low lightning density for a
single phase system from above table;

Iimp of SPD from line to neutral = 40 kA
Iimp of SPD from neutral to earth = (40×2) kA=
80 kA
Note that these are minimum values for the
above installation.

The rated current, In is the maximum value of
8/20µs impulse, that the SPD can withstand if
the impulse is applied 20 times consecutively. This
specification is an indicator of the robustness of
the SPD in withstanding multiple lightning
currents.
Voltage Protection Level

Electronic equipment has a certain impulse
withstanding voltage beyond which the equipment
will undergo permanent damage or may
temporarily malfunction.

Most of the modern day electronics -
microprocessor based equipment and
communication equipment have impulse
withstand voltage values less than about 1.8 kV
between line and neutral and 3.6kV between line
and earth.

‘Voltage Protection Level’ or ‘Protection Level’
is one of the most important factors for selection
of proper SPD. This is the minimum let-through
voltage that will appear across the line and neutral
(differential mode voltage) and that between the
line/neutral and the earth (common mode
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voltage).

This tolerable level should significantly be
higher than the voltage protection level of the
SPDs that one selects to protect the equipment.
Therefore, SPDs with lower value of voltage
protection level is better than that with a higher
value.

For example, if SPD from line to neutral at a
subpanel is rated for a protection level of 1.4 kV;
i.e. under an impulse condition there is a
possibility that a voltage of 1.4 kV appearing
across the line and neutral and also across the
neutral and earth. If  this subpanel feeds
equipment, a voltage of 2.8 kV will appear across
the line and earth and 1.4 kV across line and
neutral. If the impulse withstanding voltages of
the equipment are higher than the above values
the equipment will survive. Otherwise, irrespective
of the investment on the SPDs the equipment
will be damaged or most probably degraded,
either due to over current through the load or
insulation breakdown between line/neutral and
earth.

Response Time
Lightning Impulses may have rise times that

are in the order of sub-microseconds. Therefore
the SPD should have appreciable speed in
switching from high impedance to low impedance
mode. This value may vary from several to several
tens of nanoseconds depending on the
technology used.
Maximum Continuous Operating Voltage

Under no-impulse conditions, the SPD remains
almost open circuited However, if the operating
voltage 220Vrms is increased to a higher value
for few cycles due to some fault, there is a chance
that the SPD may switch into low impedance
mode. If such transition takes place, a large
current under nearly operating voltage will flow
through the SPD which is not made to withstand
such high energy. As a result the SPD may be
totally damaged. The maximum of such operating
voltage, only under which the SPD is safe, is
termed the maximum continuous operating
voltage (MCOV). As per the standards, the MCOV
should be above 110% of the operating voltage.
How ever, in countries where the power quality is
not very reliable, a value of 300V or 320V is more
appropriate. It can be seen that the larger the
value of MCOV, the greater the let-through voltage
of the SPD. Therefore, it is always advisable to

select an SPD with the least MCOV that can
withstand a power quality of a given region.

 Typical SPD Specification Sheet
Internal LPS installation considerations

The fundamental role of the internal LPS is to
ensure the avoidance of dangerous sparking
occurring within the structure to be protected. This
could be due, following a lightning discharge, to
lightning current flowing in the external LPS or
indeed other conductive parts of the structure and
attempting to flash or spark over to internal
metallic installations.

Carrying out appropriate equipotential bonding
measures or ensuring there is a sufficient
electrical insulation distance between the metallic
parts can avoid dangerous sparking between
different metallic parts.
Lightning Equipotential Bonding

Equipotential bonding is simply the electrical
interconnection of all appropriate metallic
installations/parts, such that in the event of
lightning currents flowing, no metallic part is at a
different voltage potential with respect to one
another. If the metallic parts are essentially at the
same potential then the risk of sparking or
flashover is nullified.

This electrical interconnection can be achieved
by natural/fortuitous bonding or by using specific
bonding conductors that are sized according to
Tables 8 and 9 of BS EN/IEC 62305-3.

Bonding can also be accomplished by the use
of surge protective devices (SPDs) where the
direct connection with bonding conductors is not
suitable.

Figure below is based on BS EN/IEC 62305-3
shows a typical example of an equipotential
bonding arrangement. The gas, water and central
heating system are all bonded directly to the
equipotential bonding bar located inside but close
to an outer wall near ground level. The power

,
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cable is bonded via a suitable SPD, upstream
from the electric meter, to the equipotential
bonding bar. This bonding bar should be located
close to the main distribution board (MDB) and
also closely connected to the earth termination
system with short length conductors. In larger or
extended structures several bonding bars may
be required but they should all be interconnected
with each other.

The screen of any antenna cable along with
any shielded power supply to electronic
appliances being routed into the structure should
also be bonded at the equipotential bar.

Earthing of SPDs
The installation of SPDs plays a vital role in

the surge protection of equipment. It is highly
recommended to have a single earthing point that
runs out of the building (at the main distribution
panel) of which the earth resistance should be
kept below 10O. In more specific cases such as
safety critical systems, the required resistance
may be lower than this value (even below 1O in
some cases). The main distribution panel should
be connected to the earth pit by conductors of
cross-section not less than 35 mm . The earth
bars of all sub distribution panels should be
connected to the main earth bar (at the main
panel) by 16 mm cables. One has to make sure
that the SPDs at a given distribution panel are
connected to the earth bar of that panel itself.

All the equipment empowered by that panel
should be provided with earth connection from
that same earth bar. In building complexes, when
the power is extended from one building to
another, it is highly recommended to install a main
earth bar at the power entrance of each building.
This main earth bar should be connected to the
mother earth as specified above.

In ordinary buildings it has been recommended
to have extra SPDs if the wire length between
two protected points is larger than 30m. This
length needs to be significantly reduced if there
is a tower in the site.

Length restriction of connecting wires
In the installation of the SPDs, it should be

strictly adhered to the practice of using the
shortest possible lengths of conductors in
connecting the power lines to the SPDs and SPDs
to the main earth bar.As per the IEC Standards,
the length of wire in each of the above cases
should not be greater than 50 cm. Otherwise even
if one selects SPDs with lower voltage protection
level, the actual let-through voltage will be much
higher than what is expected.

Most often it will be somewhat difficult to
achieve 50 cm limitation due to the space
restrictions. Hence, it is recommended to connect
the lines in “V” connection instead of “T”
connection.

Note that in the V connection, the dirty “IN”
lines and clean “OUT” lines are installed
perpendicular to each other to minimize re-
induction of transient energy. Similarly the earth
lines that carry the transients to mother earth have
kept far separated f rom the clean lines.
Background picture was adapted from the
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literature of OBO Bettermann Ltd.

Integration of Earthing systems
It is well understood that to prevent dangerous

potential differences all metal parts of a given
installation should be interconnected. In case that
they cannot be integrated, they should be
separated by a certain minimum distance.

Most often the manufacturers of digital
equipment demand a dedicated or clean earth
(isolated from other earths) for such equipment.
These systems need a fixed earth reference;
however the power earth potential frequently
fluctuates by small voltages due to earth faults,
loop currents etc under normal operation. Under
such requirement the two earthing systems can
still be integrated for safety purposes though a
spark gap which is termed a transient coupler.
The transient coupler keeps the two earthing
systems separated under normal conditions but
connects them under transient condition.

A transient
coupler which
interconnects the
two earthing
systems

The transient couplers will also be very useful
in interconnecting conducting parts made of
different metals which need to be equi-
potentialized under transient conditions to prevent
dangerous sparking.

Data lines
Lightning surges may also enter the equipment

through data and communication lines. In most
of the instances the lightning energy couples with
these data lines in the form of induced voltages.
The normal operating voltage of such lines is in
the range of few to few tens of Volts and the
operating current is from milli-Amperes to few
Amperes. These systems are also called as

extremely low voltage (ELV) systems. Therefore,
even voltage or current pulses which are not that
significant in LV power systems may damage or
cause data losses / memory upsets in ELV
systems.

Most of the SPDs that protect data and
communication lines have a series component
that attenuates the energy and a shunt
component that diverts the energy. Therefore in
such cases one has to pay extra attention on
several additional specifications which are not
significant in power system protection. These
parameters are -

• Insertion loss and Bandwidth
• Connector type and number of wires/pins
• Operating current and voltage

Insertion loss and Bandwidth
Signal communication systems transfer

information at much higher frequencies than the
transmission of power which takes place at
frequencies up to about 50 Hz. Therefore, the
inductive component connected in series and the
parasitic capacitance of the shut components limit
the applications of an SPD in signal systems.
  SPDs meant for CAT-5 cable if used on CAT-6
cable, no protection will be available for the
equipment and the equipment may get damaged
or may malfunction.

Note that different manufacturers produce
CAT-5e cables of several upper cut off frequency
as they claim. As of today, CAT-5e are the most
commonly used type of Ethernet cables, hence
the protection system designer is cautioned to
check the actual bandwidth of the cable and select
a suitable SPD for the purpose.
Connector type and number of wires/pins

Connector type and number of wires/pins:
Signal systems consist of various types of
connectors (BNC, RJ 45, RJ 11, 10 pair Kroner
type etc.) and different numbers of lines. This
yields a range of connector types in the i/p ports
of SPDs designed to protect such systems. Hence
the SPDs should be selected as per the connector
type of the equipment.
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Operating current and voltage
As the SPDs for signal systems consists of

both series and shunt components, they should
be compatible with the operational current and
voltage of the protected system

Conclusion
A comprehensive guidance has been given in

this paper for field engineers who are involved in
designing and implementation of surge protection
systems for LV and ELV networks, especially in
regions where TT wiring system is practiced.
Protection against transient over voltages or
electrical surges can no longer be considered in
isolation, structural lightning protection is integral
Level of Protection required for an installation has
to be assessed reiterative risk assessment,
suitable air termination, down conductors and
earthing systems shall be considered.

A zonal approach to the protection scenario
has many advantages. While the current handling
capacities of SPDs are important parameters in
selecting the appropriate SPD system for a given
installation, the highest priority should be given
to the let through voltage felt by the downstream
equipment. Both voltage protection level of SPDs
and the wire lengths of installation are equally
important in reducing the final let through voltage.
In regions where power quality is not very high,
the MCOV of the SPDs should be selected
appropriately; not so low that the SPD will be
damaged under sustained over voltages and not
so high as to increase the voltage protection level
significantly.

In the protection of signal systems one has to
pay extra attention on bandwidth of the SPD so
that it is well above the upper cutoff frequency of
the data cables in the system. Sites close to large
metal towers need higher level of concerns in the
planning of surge protection system. The
abnormalities and irregularities of electrical
network of the building should be rectified before
the installation of the SPDs to have the optimum
gain of installation.

Source References:
IEC 62305 - Part 1 : Protection against lightning: General

principles
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IEC 62305 - Part 4 : Protection against lightning:
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IEEE C62.41-1991 : IEEE Recommended Practice for
Surge Voltages in Low-Voltage AC Power Circuits

IEEE 1100-2005 : Recommended Practice for Powering
and Grounding Electronic Eqpt (Emerald Book)

Technical paper by Centre of Excellence on Lightning
Protection, University Putra, Malaysia

Risk Analysis by Mr. R. Ganesan, Consultant, Lightning
Protection Consultants India, Chennai, India

Furse: Guide to BS EN 62305 Protection Against
Lightning

LittleFuse Inc. Specification sheet, Radial lead varistors,
C-III Varistor Series, June 2009

 OBO Betterman SPD Specifications
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Automated Cable Testing
B. Sambi reddy, Chief Engineer/Efftronics Systems PVT.LTD

Transmission medium plays vital role in
Transmission of information safely from
interlocking room to signalling element in the field
(like point, signal, LC gate, train detection
equipment etc.) and signalling element to
interlocking room. Copper cable with PVC
insulation is mostly used as transmission medium
on IR.

Loss of integrity of transmission medium
results in failure of signalling system. Such failures
can be on unsafe side also in case of copper
cable. To ensure the integrity of copper cable,
Signal Engineering Manual stipulates periodical
testing of the copper cables. Earth Leakage
Detectors are also deployed to detect the cable
faults online.

At present, copper cable is tested by
meggering. Cable meggering involves
disconnection of signalling system which affects
the availability of signalling system. Pressure on
availability of signalling system is likely to result
in non-compliance of testing of signalling cable
as per SEM.

A system of cable testing which takes less time
and provides evidence of testing is suggested

I. Typical copper cable usage in signalling
system

Underground signalling cable of multiple cores
is used between relay room and location – which
is called main cable. One cable carries multiple
elements’ controls/status. Disconnection of one
cable disables the complete signalling system at
the station.

Separate cable is laid between the location in
the field and the signalling element – this cable is
called tail cable. Disconnection of tail cable affects

only that function.
The proposed system helps in testing the main

cables in less time compared to the present
practice. Tail cables may be tested in conventional
way.

II. Cable failure states

The low resistance failure states of
conductor 1 in a four core cable

The conductor can have contact fault with
earth or with all other conductors in the cable.
While ELD can detect earth fault online – it cannot
detect the leakages R12, R13 & R14 which can
lead to unsafe failure.

III. Conventional cable testing method

 Test connection for conductor 1 in the 4
core cable

In Conventional cable testing each conductor
is considered as unit of testing – the insulation
with respect to earth [R1E] and all other
conductors in the cable [R12, R13 & R14] is
measured

Step 1: Functions and supplies connected on
both ends of the cable conductors are
disconnected by opening the terminal links

Step 2: On testing end, except the conductor
under test, i.e. C1 all other conductors are shorted
to earth

Step 3: C1 is connected to one terminal of
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megger and the second terminal of megger is
connected to earth

Step 4: Test is conducted by megger and value
noted manually. The value of resistance obtained
is of RE, R12, R13 & R14 in parallel.

The test is repeated for all the conductors and
values noted.

IV. Automated cable Test System:
i. Test set up

ii. Test equipment consisting of LAPTOP,
Controller & Miniature relays – RDSO
approved ELD [not shown in the diagram]

 iii. Cable testing circuit diagram:

In automated cable test a pair of conductors
in the cable is considered as unit of testing –
insulation of each conductor with respect to earth
[R1E & R2E] and also with all other conductors
[R13, R14, R23 & R24] of the cable is measured.

However, insulation between the two conductors
in the same pair [R12] cannot be measured in
this test. R12, can be measured if C2 & C3 are
considered as pair. Hence the test is repeated by
making pairs with sliding by one conductor –
C2&C3, C4&C1 as pairs

Miniature relay wiring:
A1, A2, A3 & A4: Normally open contacts of

these miniature relays are wired to each terminal.
These relays when dropped, allows signalling
system to function normally even with the test
wires terminated on the cable terminals

B1, B2, B3 & B4: Connects Earth or test
voltage positive or negative to the conductor
under test

Choosing the Test supply: It is better to choose
a supply which does not operate a function or
relay by accidental closing of cable terminal link
1. ELD is used to test the cable. It is possible to

select a value between 2 k ohm to 1 M ohm. It
is suggested to select 1 M ohm since one pair
only is considered.

2. Test is conducted on a pair of cable at a time -
not on each conductor

3. Miniature relays’ potential free contacts are
wired to the cable terminals in such a way that
either test supply or earth is extended to the
conductors. When test pair is extended test
supply all other conductors are earthed.

4. The sequence of extending supply or earth to
each conductor is programmed in the LAPTOP
and driven through controller [embedded
hardware]

5. Links of terminals on feed end are to be
disconnected to ensure galvanic isolation with
other cables and equipment

6. The software provided in the LAPTOP drives
the miniature relays through embedded
hardware [controller] All conductors other than
test pair of conductors are earthed. Test supply
is applied to the test pair.

7. ELD measures the insulation of the test pair
[with respect to earth and also with respect to
the other conductors in the cable]. If the value
of insulation is less than the set value of one
mega ohm - potential free contact of ELD is
operated.

8. The test equipment senses the status of
potential free contact and declares the test
result for the pair of cable under test

9. Test gets repeated for all other remaining pairs
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of the cable automatically
10.Test is repeated by changing pairs by sliding

one conductor - C2&C3, C4&C1 as pairs
11. A 30 core cable testing may take less than 2

minutes. Value of each pair is recorded in the
LAPTOP

V. Proposed testing method
Step1: Connect the test equipment to all the cable

conductors with the help of wires with insulated
crocodile clips

Step2: Take disconnection of signalling equipment
connected by the cable under test. Disconnect
terminal links on feed end only. No need to
disconnect on function end

Step3: Initiate the test program in the LAPTOP
and observe the values displayed for each pair
of cable [It takes less than 2 minutes to get
the test report]

Step4: Reconnect the terminal links of feed end
of each conductor and give reconnection of
the signalling equipment

Step5:  Remove the crocodile clips
VI. Format of test results [for 8 core cable]
     Test results with original pairs:

Test result with pair changed

Summing up: Automated cable testing saves
time of cable meggering which increases
availability of signalling system and evidence of
test results is available
Annexure

Detecting the defective pair by data logger
based on online alarm of ELD

Even though ELD detects earth leakage in the
supply, it cannot precisely identify the faulty
conductor responsible for the earth fault. The
leakage disappears the moment supply is
withdrawn from the conductor. By wiring the
potential free contact of ELD to the data logger
and using special software it is possible to identify
precisely the conductor responsible for earth fault.

Detection of leakage by ELD and identification

of defective pair of conductors by data logger:

a. If fault occurs to the conductor when it is not
carrying power; ELD detects the leakage only
after power is applied to the conductor. After
power supply to faulty conductors is removed,
fault in ELD disappears. Fault reappears in
ELD after supply is extended again. This cycle
keeps on happening.

b. If fault occurs to the conductors when it is
carrying power; ELD detects the leakage
immediately. After power supply to faulty
conductors is removed, fault in ELD
disappears. Fault reappears in ELD after
supply is extended again. This cycle keeps on
happening until the earth fault is removed.

In both the above cases it is possible to find
out the faulty conductors by capturing the
behaviour of relays responsible for powering the
conductors or relays which are powered by the
conductors [HR inducts power into the
conductors, TPR is powered by the supply
through the conductors]

For example, if ELD generates fault alarm
immediately after 12 NWKR is UP and ELD alarm
disappears immediately after 12 NWKR Down, it
means cable conductors of 12 NWKR are
defective. However in case of [b] above, if fault
occurs on the conductors which have already
power - no relay status change takes place but
ELD generates alarm.

For easy analysis, the relays can be divided
into two groups, i.e. Up and Down. In each group,
they can be listed chronologically.

Typical reports generated by are given below:
Red coloured inputs are responsible for the

operation of ELD. In the first example, ELD
detected earth fault occurrence, in the second
example, ELD detected disappearance of earth
fault.
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Note: All relays are not shown in the above
reports

Summing up:
i. While ELD can detect the leakage from the

supply, Data logger software through its report
can identify the defective pair of conductors

ii. Data logger finds out the defective pair of
conductors only at the time of supply is given
or withdrawn from the defective conductors.

iii. If already supply is there in the conductor when
the fault occurred, ELD detects it but defective
conductor can be declared by data logger only
when supply is withdrawn to the conductors.
However a report is immediately generated
after fault detection by ELD in which all the
conductors carrying power supply at the
moment of failure occurrence.
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Turning Copper to Gold

Shri. Madhukar Swayambhu, Vice President,
Zyxel Technology India Pvt. Ltd.

The age old technology know to everyone
knowing internet is DSL / broadband. But
technology is always running fast. The need to
bandwidth has been increasing, ever since the
term "bandwidth" has been coined. Especially
after the advent of internet. I guess one of the
key contributor to give an idea to Thomas L
Freedman for writing the international best seller
"the world is flat" would be the internet only. It's
all due to the internet that the world has become
a small village of the cyberspace. No one is too
far to reach.

But as users, we are only bothered about the
availability of internet. How it reaches / why is it
slow / how to make it fast - are the questions we
leave to the service providers. We take it to be
too technical to indulge in to. The reasoning is
very simple - why should we bother? How does
that affect us? Even if we know it - will that make
any difference? Anyways, that's not our cup of
tea, since even if we know it - we can't do anything
about it till the service provider is not having the
service. - Right?
USER IGNORANCE

But we have this view point only for the internet.

Why not for the car? Why not for the
television? Why not for the play station? Why not
for the home theatre? We feel that automobile
and consumer electronics and certain things, in
which we need to understand it better, as a user
in order to enjoy them better. So the first aid is
what we learn. Like we learn to get into setup
and configure channels on our TV, we learn to
change tires of the car, we learn to set up and
change games in play station, we learn to change
sources in the home theatre. But we don't do the
same in case of internet. And that's what the
service providers take advantage of.

Do you know that in a recent survey done by
an organization, yet to start their services
commercially, they could find that the data
services / or the internet services are the most
highly paid consumer service? Three times of
what people are willing to pay to the service
providers for the voice connectivity and almost

five times of what people are willing to pay for
television / cable / DTH. It's all because of the
consumer ignorance on the subject.
ISP BEHAVIOUR

For example, the existing broadband line at
your home, might not be giving you the
performance of the internet at par with the internet
at your office. But if you ask the same from your
service provider, they would take a standard plea
- "Sir, your office would be having a fiber
connectivity but your home is on copper
connectivity on your phone line. For us to upgrade
you to fiber, there would be an additional
expenditure of 10-15K". and we believe it, as we
don't have any knowledge on the subject.

Or when you check the speed of the internet
through some of the websites like speedtest.net
or bandwidthplace.com it shows less than 2 Mbps
on download and less than 1 Mbps on upload
and when we talk to the service provider, their
standard gyan is - "Sir, 2 Mbps is on 1:8
compression ratio, that is the phone line limitation,
we can't help it. You pay more and take a fiber
connection Sir, and then you will experience the
speed."
THE REAL SCENARIO

So let me give you the exact capacity of your
exiting phone line, you would be amazed to know
this. It's a free data available on the internet, no
rocket science, no proprietary data, you can visit
the following website to cross- verify yourself http:/
/www.increasebroadbandspeed.co.uk/
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As you can see, your home broadband, which
works on ADSL2+ technology, is capable for
giving bandwidth up to 24 Mbps. So no upgrade
required, no media change, no fiber necessity for
giving you up to 24 Megs.

STEP-II
Now let's explore it a bit further.
In xDSL technology, the next technology,

working on the same telephone copper is VDSL -
Very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line (VDSL or
VHDSL) is a digital subscriber line (DSL)
technology providing data transmission faster
than ADSL over a single flat untwisted or twisted
pair of copper wires (up to 52 Mbit/s downstream
and 16 Mbit/s upstream), and on coaxial cable
(up to 85 Mbit/s down- and upstream) using the
frequency band from 25 kHz to 12 MHz. These
rates mean that VDSL is capable of supporting
applications such as high-definition television, as
well as telephone services (voice over IP) and
general Internet access, over a single connection.
VDSL is deployed over existing wiring used for
analog telephone service and lower-speed DSL
connections. This standard was approved by ITU
in November 2001. - Sounds like rocket science
- isn't it?

Well that was the official definition, the
summary is - VDSL is the technology which
cangive you up to 90 megs on the same telephone
cable. So till the time your bandwidth requirement
is not beyond the said limit, you still don't need to
replace your cable. - surprised?

Check it yourself ;  visit http://
www.increasebroadbandspeed.co.uk/ or https://
www.truenet.co.nz . if you find the subject more
interesting, you may also visit the following
website http://www.broadband-forum.org/ for an
in-depth study. The graph below would give you

more clarity on distance v/s. speed vector on the
VDSL technology.

 The data on trunet is further more descriptive,
as they explain, not just the downlink, but uplink
v/s. downlink v/s. speed v/s. distance.

 STEP-III
All that you have read till now was yesteryears

technology. But now that you know the past very
well, we can take it forward to the present. The
present for those who are latest in technology
deployment and future for the countries like us,
who are still struggling for nationwide coverage.

The modern day technology in this regards is
- G.fast.

G.fast is a digital subscriber line (DSL)
standard for local loops shorter than 500 m, with
performance targets between

150 Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s, depending on loop
length.High speeds are only achieved over very
short loops. Although G.fast was initially designed
for loops shorter than 250 meters, Sckipio in early
2015 demonstrated G.fast delivering speeds over
100 megabits nearly 500 meters and the EU
announced a research project. Formal
specifications have been drafted as ITU-T G.9700
and G.9701, with approval of G.9700 granted in
April 2014 and approval of G.9701 granted on
December 5th 2014. Development was
coordinated with the Broadband Forum's FTTdp
(fiber to the distribution point) project. The name
G.fast is a recursive acronym for fast access to
subscriber terminals; the letter G stands for the
ITU-T G series of recommendations. Limited
demonstration hardware was demonstrated in
mid- 2013. The first chipsets were introduced in
October 2014, with commercial hardware
expected in 2015, and first deployments planned
for 2016 - As per the initial study, says the wi-ki.
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All the above complex description means - on
the same copper we can go up to 150 mbps now.

REALITY  TODAY
Now let's talk on the practical deployment

scenario;
British Telecom has already undertaken trials

of G.fast at Adastral Park area in United Kingdom,
where they have their research and development

facility. During the G.fast trials, downstream
speeds of around 800 Mbps were achieved over
a 19 meter length of copper, combined with
upstream speeds of more than 200 Mbps. Speeds
of around 700 Mbps (download) and 200 Mbps
(upload) were also achieved over longer lines of
66 meters. Following is a link to the video shared
on youtube.com by BT about their testing at
Adastral Park on G.fast.
https://youtube/AWcb5TkftEU

A yet another deployment scenario is from
Chunghwa Telecom of Taiwan, which is launching
it's G.fast service on 300 Mbps connectivity across
Taiwan from September, 2015, as announced
during Computex Taiwan, 2015 ended last week.
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It is a 9 hole Railway Golf
course developed in an area of
12 acres in IRISET Campus and
was inaugurated by Shri
V.N.Swamy, the then CSTE,
South Central Railway in the year
1984. The total length is around
3.6 km.

This golf course was located in the Telecom
outdoor yard, which had seven parallel steam of
Over Head Telecom lines drawn across  and was
really challenging.

This golf course area was handed over to AP
State Govt. for tree plantation in early '90s and
thousands of trees were planted. Few trees have
only come up. The result was the golf course was
converted into a thousand  hole golf course with
unmanageably jungle all around.

During this period also a handful of hard core
golfers used to play and kept the golfing sprit alive.
Of course after every shot, they used search the
ball for half an hour, still they continued…....

The golf course was taken up for renovation
under the leadership of Shri N.C.Sinha, the then
General Manager, South Central Railway and Shri

ECO PARK - IRISET CAMPUS
 AN OVERVIEW.

Shri R.Baskaran, IRSSE, GGM/RailTel/Chennai.

S.C.Gupta, the then Director, IRISET in the year
1998. The South Central Railway and IRISET
teams had got the golf course brought into a
shape, what we see today, in a very short period
of three months.

I feel very happy that I was also part of the
team. The renovated golf course had two water
conservation ponds as water hazards (now it has
become a concreted, blue color painted platform
for the balls to bounce and comeback into play),
two wooden bridges, large number of trees
planted at strategic locations. Fresh grass was
also planted through out the golf course and is
giving a lush green surface. The club house was
built in a record time of 21 days ( it has now been
relocated due to Hyderabad Metro works).
Railway golf course for playing as we cut across
many roads and play over trees.

The facility is available for all Railwaymen at
an affordable fees, especially for the young
officers coming to IRISET for training.

We sincerely thank all those who have directly
or indirectly contributed to the development of this
wonderful ECO PARK.

Long live the Golfing Sprit.
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Resettable PPTC Fuse Fundamentals
and it’s working

Shri M.Koteshwara Rao, Professor Signalling/IRISET

Polymeric Posit ive
Temperature Coefficient (PPTC)
devices are used to help protect
against harmful overcurrent
surges and overtemperature
faults, thereby reducing warranty,
service and repair costs. Ideal for
situations where frequent

overcurrent conditions occur or constant uptime
is required, resettable PTCs (PPTCs) are typically
used in consumer electronics, power line,
telecom, I/O port, process control and medical
equipment protection and railways outdoor
signaling applications. PPTC devices can be used
as heaters and fuses. This article is about use of
PPTC as a fuse only.

PPTCs increase resistance as temperature
increases due to increased flow. Designed to limit
unsafe currents while allowing constant safe
current levels, resistance will "reset" automatically
when the fault is removed and temperature
returns to a safe levels.Like traditional fuses,
these devices limit the flow of dangerously high
current during fault conditions.

Recommended makes for railways
applications are RACHEM, BOURNS, LITTLE
FUSE, FUSETECH &TYCO.
The characteristics of PPTC resettable fuses
Protect the devices against overcurrent and
over-temperature the resistance of resettable
fuses willchange to very high state to cut off the
current flow over the circuit as an overcurrent flow
through the circuit,so toprotect the device against
the failures.
Resettable after power off and the failure has
been eliminated,resettable fuses will recover to
the initial state withoutany manual operation.The
PPTC, however, resets after the fault is cleared
and power to the circuit is removed, thereby re-

ducing warranty, service and repair costs.
Non-cycle running There are a little current flow
over the fuse to keep high resistance of the fuseat
tripping state until the failure is eliminated and
the device is powered off.
Large interrupting capacity Resettable fuses
can cut off larger interrupting current, even
morethan100A.
Tolerance to lightning strike the resettable
fuses can be used in the systems where may be
somestrong lightning surge flow over without any
damage.
Rapidly tripping PPTC resettable fuses trip more
rapidly than other similar devices.

How PPTC device works?
PPTC fuses reach a high resistance with a low

holding current under fault conditions and cycle
back to a conductive state after the current is
removed, acting more like circuit breakers,
allowing the circuit to function again without
opening the chassis or replacing anything. A
PPTC device has a current rating. When the
current flowing through the device (which has a
small resistance in the on state) exceeds the
current limit, the PPTC device warms up above a
threshold temperature and the electrical
resistance of the PPTC device suddenly
increases several orders of magnitude to a
"tripped" state where the resistance will typically
be hundreds or thousands of ohms. The current
subsequently reduces due to the finite voltage of
the power source. The rated trip current can be
anywhere from 20 mA to 100 A.

A polymeric PTC device comprises a non-
conductive crystalline organic polymer matrix that
is loaded with carbon black particles to make it
conductive. While cool, the polymer is in a
crystalline state, with the carbon forced into the
regions between crystals, forming many
conductive chains. Since it is conductive (the
"initial resistance"), it will pass a given current,
called the "hold current". If too much current is
passed through the device, the "trip current", the
device will begin to heat. As the device heats, the
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polymer will expand, changing from a crystalline
into an amorphous state. The expansion
separates the carbon particles and breaks the
conductive pathways, causing the resistance of
the device to increase. This will cause the device
to heat faster and expand more, further raising
the resistance. This increase in resistance
substantially reduces the current in the circuit. A
small current still flows through the device and is
sufficient to maintain the temperature at a level
which will keep it in the high resistance state. The
device can be said to have latching functionality.

When power is removed, the heating due to
the holding current will stop and the PPTC device
will cool. As the device cools, it regains its original
crystalline structure and returns to a low
resistance state where it can hold the current as
specified for the device. This cooling usually takes
a few seconds, though a tripped device will retain
a slightly higher resistance for hours, slowly
approaching the initial resistance value. The
resetting will often not take place even if the fault
alone has been removed with the power still
flowing as the operating current may be above
the holding current of the PPTC. The device may
not return to its original resistance value; it will
most likely stabilize at a significantly higher
resistance (up to 4 times initial value). It could
take hours, days, weeks or even years for the
device to return to a resistance value similar to
its original value, if at all. Since a PPTC device
has an inherently higher resistance than a metallic
fuse or circuit breaker at ambient temperature, it
may be difficult or impossible to use in circuits
that cannot tolerate significant reductions in
operating voltage, forcing the engineer to choose
the latter in a design.

Why is PPTC useful?
• Employed as series elements in circuit
• Under normal operating conditions, the PPTC

remains low in resistance

• When a fault occurs, the PPTC heats up and
increases in resistance thereby protecting the
equipment from fault .

• PPTC resets when power is removed, and fault
is cleared, returning to low resistance state

Traditional Fuses vs. PPTCs
Fuses and PPTCs are both overcurrent

protection devices, though each offer their own
unique operating characteristics and benefits.
Understanding the differences between the two
technologies should make the choice in selection
easier, depending on the application.

The most obvious difference is that PPTCs are
automatically resettable whereas traditional
Fuses need to be replaced after they are tripped.
Whereas a fuse will completely stop the flow of
current (which may be desired in critical
applications) after most similar overcurrent event,
PPTCs continue to enable the equipment to
function, except in extreme cases.

Because they reset automatically, many circuit
designers choose PPTCs in instances where
overcurrent events are expected to occur often,
and where maintaining low warranty and service
costs, constant system uptime, and/or user
transparency are at a premium. They are also
often chosen in circuits that are difficult to access
or in remote locations, were fuse replacement
would be difficult.

There are several other operating
characteristics to be considered that distinguish
PPTCs and fuses, and it is also best to test and
verify device performance before use within the
end application.
PPTC Characteristics

Both Polymeric (Positive Temperature
Coefficient) PPTC and traditional Fuse devices
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react to heat generated by the excessive current
flow in a circuit. A fuse melts open, interrupting
the current flow whereas a PPTC limits current
flow as it rises in temperature, changing from low
to high resistance state. In both cases this
condition is called "tripping." The graph at right
shows the typical response of a PPTC to
temperature.

 PTC = Positive Temperature Coefficient
thermistors. That is, the resistance increases
asthe temperature increases.

PPTC Fuse – Typical Values
• Resistance Range = 0.8 to 5,000 ohms
• Voltage Range = 5V – 1000V
• The diameter Range from 2.5 – 18 mm
• The thickness Range from 1.0 – 4 mm
• Normally supplied as leaded disc but can also

be supplied as a non-leaded part.
• Steady state current range is between 0.014

Amps-1.0 Amps. At current levels above this,
the size of the PPTC needed to work in this
application would make it cost prohibitive so
another fuse technology needs to be consid-
ered.

• Because PPTC fuses are used for safety, and
most circuits never see a fault condition, the
vast majority of PPTC fuses are never used.
That is, they never operate above their transi-
tion temp.

 The resistance versus temperature graph
shows how a PPTC reacts to temperature
changes.

Tb = transition temperature.  The temperature
where the ceramic microstructure changes.
The resistance above this point is much higher
than the resistance below this point.
 Operating parameters
• Initial resistance: The resistance of the de-

vice as received from factory of manufactur-
ing.

• Operating voltage: The maximum voltage a
device can withstand without damage at the
rated current.

• Steady State Current or non trip current:
The highest current that the PTC can take over
the entire application temperature range with-
out heating the PTC above it’s transition tem-
perature (high resistance state). The electric-
ity will flow through the circuit.  Analogy: The
water faucet remains open and the water flows
freely.

• Holding current: Safe current through the de-
vice.

• Trip current: Where the device interrupts the
current. Trip Current is the current level that
sufficiently heats up the PTC so that it switches
into its high resistance mode.  The electricity
will cease to flow though the circuit.  Analogy:
The faucet closes and the flow of water stops.

• Time to trip: The time it takes for the device
to trip at a given temperature.

• Tripped state: Transition from the low resis-
tance state to the high resistance state due to
an overload.

• Leakage current: A small value of stray cur-
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rent flowing through the device after it has
switched to high resistance mode.

• Trip cycle: The number of trip cycles (at rated
voltage and current) the device sustains with-
out failure.

• Trip endurance: The duration of time the de-
vice sustains its maximum rated voltage in the
tripped state without failure.

• Power dissipation: Power dissipated by the
device in its tripped state.

• Thermal duration: Influence of ambient tem-
perature.

• Hysteresis: The range between where the de-
vice trips and where the device returns to a
conductive state.

Since PPTC’s fuses are designed to remain
in their low resistance state at the circuits normal
current levels, something wrong happens to the
circuit to cause the current to increase high
enough to send the PPTC above it’s transition
temperature.  The PPTC will automatically reset
itself when the current returns to normal levels,
hence the name self resettable fuses.

Equations for trip and steady state current are
given below :
Steady State Current Equations :
PPTC Fuse Equations for Time to Trip :

Warning:
 Operation beyond the maximum ratings or im-

proper use may result in device damage and
possible electrical arcing and flame.

 The devices are intended for protection against
occasional over current or over temperature
fault conditions and should not be used when
repeated fault conditions or prolonged trip
events are anticipated.

 Contamination of the PPTC material with cer-
tain silicon based oils or some aggressive sol-
vents can adversely impact the performance
of the devices.

 Device performance can be impacted nega-
tively if devices are handled in a manner in-
consistent with recommended
electronic,thermal,and mechanical procedures
for electronic components.

 Operation in circuit with a large inductance can
generate a circuit voltage(L dl/dt) above the
rated voltage of the PPTC resettable device.

Provision of PPTC fuses for outdoor circuits
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Fixing arrangement of PPTC fuses
PPTC fuses are to be connected with crimped ring type lugs. With these lugs, PPTC fuses fit

nicely on ARA (American Rail Associates) terminals. This will provide a high reliability grip to the fuses
in addition to the crimping. The crimped area is also to be filled with solder for enhancing reliability.
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It is possible to configure
Microlok Electronic Interlocking
(Microlok _II EI) to work with
conventional panel (CCIP) as
well as VDU control (LCP) using
a PC.

Local Control Panel:
Computer based GUI application that displays
geographical layout of the signaling plan of a
station and acts as an interface between the
operator and Signaling Interlocking System. It
displays various field functions status on the
monitor and allows the operator to control the field
functions. It also allows user to play back the
earlier events whenever the need arises.

By using LCP we can reduce the hard ware
like Non-Vital MLK II card file and Panel cable
Termination Rack. Thereby the associated
failures are removed and maintenance becomes
easy.

LCP design involves the following steps.

1. Track plan tool supplied by Ansaldo is used to
generate a graphical picture of the station and
convert the graphical picture information into
a CSV file (Comma separated files).

The logic bits used for commands and indica-
tions are to be correlated as per Application
Software prepared for that station. The final
output will be mimic panel zip file

2. Station bit list file creation: The file contain all
the Inputs and output bits between VDU and
MLK II unit and their offset.

3. Station configuration file creation: This file con-
tain list of item used by VDU Software to com-
municate to the MLK II unit.

4. Equation file creation: This file contains a list
of purely signaling equations generating out-
put by examining and evaluating the incoming
bits from MLK.

5. Buzzer file creation : This file contains a list of
audible alarms generated by examining the
incoming bits from MLK

6. Counter.csv file creation : This file contains a
list of counters  generated by examining the

Microlok-II  Local Control Panel- LCP
(VDU) Design

Shri P Sreenivasu, Lecturer Signalling/IRISET

incoming bits from MLK
7. Persistent.csv file creation : This file contains

a list of persistent items
8. Route.csv file creation: Designer has to cre-

ate this file when VDU is configured as an En-
try and exit type panel.

9. Timer.csv file creation: This file contains the
list of timer items where each item can be set
both On Delay and Off Delay.

10. Version Text file creation : This file contain
current version of the archive, which is deter-
mined according to the project configuration
plan

11. Compilation
In all the above steps major portion of

designing is in step1 i.e creation of yard layout
using track plan Therefore let us learn about step
1 in detail.

Track plan tool :
Track plan tool is based on X and Y

Coordinates and the whole tool is a grid based.
In Track plan menu option, when New option is
selected, it opens a new track plan window and
asks the designer to enter the bit map size as
shown in the window below .The bit maps size
can be selected either 16x16 pixels or 24x24
pixels depending upon the yard size. Generally
we select this option such a way that the entire

yard can be seen in a single screen to facilitate
easy operations without scrolling the yard.

With menu option SAVE AS, the yard can be
saved with station name mimic panel as zip file.
Now onwards station yard can be opened and
required station lay out can be created.
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Bit maps can be created in two ways and can
be imported to the new track plan .

1. By using MS Paint
2. By extracting from already created  station LCP

Configuration zip file

1. MS Paint:
• Select MS Paint from All Program ---->

Accessories ----> Paint
•  Track plan shall support size of 16 by 16

and 24 by 24 Pixels bitmap file
•  Select Attribute option from image menu as

per below snaps
•  Enter Width and Height of Bitmap
•  Select Require back ground color from the

palate and draw the element
•  Save the file

2. Extracting from LCP configuration.zip and
importing to track plan

Open LCP configuration zip file and open
bitmaps folder and extract all bitmaps to some
folder on the desktop.

Then open the saved track plan and from
menu option----> IMPORT all bitmaps to Track
plan
Yard creation:
1. Open the station mimic panel zip with track

plan software.
2. The cursor is first clicked on the required

bitmap.
3. Then the cursor is moved to the grid where the

bitmap has to be placed and clicked again.

Indication map :
 Insert bit map that has to be Substituted when

above written   logic equation is solved (it
becomes true)

Control Map:
The control map is used only in operator PC

program.
This control map is not used in Maintenance

PC program.

The highlighted menu “Control Map…”is
selected to write the control logic of that particular
selected grid.

When the station Master uses the operator PC
and clicks the above option, then the logic bit
written in above is set high and sends it to
MICROLOK  for execution. While writing the
control map,  if the “Pulsed” is checked then the
bit stays high for 2 seconds only and if not it stays
permanently high.

Set Master Password:
Using this option, the designer can set the

Master User Name and Password for accessing
the VDU. This password cannot be changed by
station master/user.

On completion of creation of yard layout,
when the file is saved, it gets saved as station
name mimicpanel.zip file. Then other files are
created and compiled.  On compilation, we get
final output as station name LCP configuration.zip
file which is used to run the VDU control panel.
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 When Planning a Local Area Network (LAN),
the system administrator or the IT team, needs
to pay attention on various aspects. First, they
must stay up-to-date technologically, in terms  of
network speed, capacity and functionality. At the
same time, they have to control both  upfront  and
long-term  LAN  costs. Finally,  they have  to  figure
out  a way  to  achieve  those  objectives while
also complying with a global mandate to trim
energy consumption. To list it  down briefly, they
need to keep the following things in mind while
planning out the network:

• Scalability
• Availability
• Redundancy
• Manageability
• Security
• Convergence
• Interoperability
• Intelligence
• Future safe investment
• Green technology
• Penta-play capable (data, voice, video

(Cable TV, surveillance & video
communication),

    building automation & wireless
• Low CAPEX and
• Low OPEX
That's  a  tall  order.  But  customers  can  now

achieve  these  goals  by  deploying  an  advanced
GEPON solution, based on gigabit Ethernet
passive optical networking (GEPON) technology.
The solution delivers a "70-80-90" set of benefits:
reduce capital costs by up to 70%, reduced  power
consumption by up to 80%, and shrink the
required floor, rack and closet space by up to 90%.

In the past, all GEPON solutions were created
for the residential market for FTTH networks by
service providers. However, now ZyXEL's R&D
and customization of the technology to suite  the
need of of campus network, today we are using
the same technology not just for FTTH,  but  for
FTTB (Fiber-to-the-building),  FTTF  (Fiber-to-the-
Floor)  and  even  FTTN(Fiber-to-the- node).  The
ZyXEL  GEPON  solution  is  being  widely  used

A New Network Paradigm
 Cutting Cost, Space & Energy Use

Shri. Madhukar Swayambhu, Vice President,
Zyxel Technology India Pvt. Ltd.

to  today  even  in  the  campus  wide  networks,
which was conventionally deployed purely on a
switching solution.

An GEPON is a Layer-2 transport medium,
built with PON technology and fiber-optic cabling,
which provides converged video, data and voice
services at gigabit speeds over a single strand
of fiber to end-users. Compared with legacy
active-Ethernet solutions, a GEPON dramatically
reduces  electronics  and  cabling  requirements.
The  PON  cabling  infrastructure  supports
bandwidth of more than 50 terabits per second
(Tbps), and the single-mode fiber extends the
LAN reach up to 20 kilometers without signal
regeneration.

Costs of Active-Ethernet vs. GEPONs
So  how  does  a  GEPON  solution  compare

with  the  widely  deployed  active-Ethernet  LAN
architecture? Cost is one differential. In one fiber-
to-the-desk (FTTD) LAN serving 2,000 users,  the
capital expenditure (CapEx) cost of building an
active-Ethernet solution is in excess of $1  million.
By contrast, a GEPON would save more than the
70%. In terms of power usage, the  GEPON is
significantly "greener." In the 2,000-user example,
active-Ethernet consumes more than 10 watts per
user, where GEPON consumes less than 2 watts
per user.

Based on the US Department of Energy's
estimated 2009 commercial rate of 10.5 cents per
kilowatt hour, the GEPON solution achieves a
power consumption savings of more than 80%
over  the  active-Ethernet  LAN.  Comparing
annual  operating  expenditures  (OpEx)  for  utility
costs, the GEPON saves $72,000 versus the
active-Ethernet LAN.

A typical legacy active-Ethernet LAN serving
up to 2,016 end-users requires 90 rack units. And
because  most  active-Ethernet  LAN  switches
occupy  one  rack  for  the  switch,  and  two
additional racks for running the large bundles of
copper cables, a 2,016-user active-Ethernet  LAN
would occupy 18 equipment racks. In Contrast
that with a scenario in which a GEPON  serves
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up to 2,048 optical network units (ONUs) and
7,700 end-users. Thanks to the OLT's 90%
greater density, this solution requires only 1
equipment rack and 9 rack units.

Eliminate Distance, Eliminate Costs
Another  significant  benefit  provided  by  a

GEPON  is  the  fact  that  it  requires  fewer
communications closets and, in some cases,
eliminates them altogether. As a result, an agency
not  only  "recovers"  physical  space  but  also
cuts  expense  by  eliminating  unnecessary
communications closets. Further savings are
realized by reducing excess network equipment.
Given the 100-meter distance limitation on
Category 3/5/5e/6 cabling in the active- Ethernet
LAN, an agency must install repeaters or switches
across the building or campus. The single- mode

fiber in the GEPON, however, can reach up to 20
kilometers. This enables a customer to:

• Reduce or eliminate repeaters, switches and
communications closets.

• Deploy an OLT in a single, central location.
• Run links from that lone OLT to all end-users

in the building and/or across the campus.
 Thus by replacing their legacy LANs with

optical solutions based on GEPON technology,
military  and civilian customers can readily achieve
their overriding LAN objectives. This next-
generation  technology delivers the necessary
speeds, capacity and functionalities. It controls
both near-  and long-term CapEx and OpEx. And
it complies with the government's "go-green"
mandate.
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Ethical hacking
- An information security enhancement technique

Shri.V.Balasubramaniam, Instructor Telecom/IRISET

Abstract
As public and private

organizations migrate more of
their critical functions to the
Internet, criminals have more
opportunity and incentive to gain
access to sensitive information
through the Web application. The

state of security on the internet is bad and getting
worse. One reaction to this state of affairs is
termed as Ethical Hacking which attempts to
increase security protection by identifying and
patching known security vulnerabilities on
systems owned by other parties.  Thus the need
of protecting the systems from the nuisance of
hacking generated by the hackers is to promote
the persons who will punch back the illegal attacks
on our computer systems. So, Ethical hacking is
an assessment to test and check an information
technology environment for possible weak links
and vulnerabilities. Ethical hacking describes the
process of hacking a network in an ethical way,
therefore with good intentions. So, to overcome
from these major issues, ethical hackers or white
hat hackers came into existence. One of the
fastest growing areas in network security, and
certainly an area that generates much discussion.
The main purpose of this study is to reveal the
brief idea of the ethical hacking and its affairs
with the corporate security. This paper describes
what ethical hacking is, what it can do, an ethical
hacking methodology as well as some tools which
can be used for an ethical hack.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet is enormously growing and e-
commerce is on it’s own advance. The vast growth
of Internet has brought many good things like
electronic commerce, email, easy access to vast
stores of reference material etc. More and more
computers get connected to the Internet, wireless
& mobile devices and networks are booming. Due
to the vast usage of the Internet technology, the
government, private industry and the every
computer user have fears of their data or private
information being comprised by a cyber criminal

called hackers. There are different types of
hackers like black hat hacker, white hat hackers
or the ethical hackers etc. Those types of hackers
are called black hat hackers who will secretly steal
the organization’s information and transmit it to
the open internet .

So, to overcome from these major issues
caused by black hat hackers, another category
of hackers came into existence and these hackers
are termed as ethical hackers or white hat
hackers. So, this paper describes ethical hackers,
their skills and how they go about helping their
customers and plug up security holes. Ethical
hackers perform the hacks as security tests for
their systems. This type of hacking is always legal
and trustworthy. In other terms ethical hacking is
the testing of resources for the betterment of
technology and is focussed on securing and
protecting IP systems. So, in case of computer
security, the teams or ethical hackers would
employ the same tricks and techniques that
hacker use but in a legal manner and they would
neither damage the target systems nor steal
information. Instead, they would evaluate the
target system’s security and report back to the
owners with the vulnerabilities they found and
instructions for how to remedy them.

Ethical hacking is a way of doing a security
assessment. Like all other assessments an ethical
hack is a random sample and passing an ethical
hack doesn’t mean there are no security issues.
An ethical hack’s results is a detailed report of
the findings as well as a testimony that a hacker
with a certain amount of time and skills is or isn’t
able to successfully attack a system or get access
to certain information. Ethical hacking can be
categorized as a security assessment, a kind of
training, a test for the security of an information
technology environment.

An ethical hack shows the risks an information
technology environment is facing and actions can
be taken to reduce certain risks or to accept them.
We can easily say that Ethical hacking does
perfectly fit into the security life cycle shown in
the figure.
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 2.  TYPES OF ATTACKS
Nontechnical attacks

Exploits that involve manipulating people ,end
users and even yourself, are the greatest
vulnerability within any computer or network
infrastructure. Humans are trusting by nature,
which can lead to social-engineering exploits.
Social engineering is defined as the exploitation
of the trusting nature of human beings to gain
information for malicious purpose. Other common
and effective attacks against information systems
are physical. Hackers break into buildings,
computer rooms, or other areas containing critical
information or property. Physical attacks can
include dumpster diving (rummaging through
trash cans and dumpsters for intellectual property,
passwords, network diagrams, and other
information).

Network-infrastructure attacks
Hacker attacks against network infrastructures

can be easy, because many networks can be
reached from anywhere in the world via the
Internet. Here are some examples of network-
infrastructure attacks:

 Connecting into a network through a rogue
modem attached to a computer behind a
firewall.

 Exploiting weaknesses in network transport
mechanisms, such as TCP/IP and NetBIOS.

 Flooding a network with too many requests,
creating a denial of service (DoS) for legitimate
requests.

 Installing a network analyzer on a network and
capturing every packet that travels across it,
revealing confidential information in clear text,
Piggybacking onto a network through an inse-
cure 802.11b wireless configuration.

Operating-system attacks
Hacking operating systems (OSs) is a

preferred method of the bad guys. OSs comprise
a large portion of hacker attacks simply because
every computer has one and so many well-known

exploits can be used against them. Occasionally,
some operating systems  that are more
secure out of the box, such as Novell NetWare
and the flavors of BSD UNIX, are attacked, and
vulnerabilities turn up. But hackers prefer
attacking operating systems like Windows and
Linux because they are widely used and better
known for their vulnerabilities. Here are some
examples of attacks on operating systems:

 Exploiting specific protocol implementations
 Attacking built-in authentication systems.
 Breaking file-system security.
 Cracking passwords and encryption mecha-

nisms.
 Application and other specialized attacks

Applications take a lot of hits by hackers.
Programs such as e-mail server software and
Web applications often are beaten down:

 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) appli-
cations are frequently attacked because most
firewalls and other security mechanisms are
configured to allow full access to these pro-
grams from the Internet.

 Malicious software (malware) includes vi-
ruses, worms, Trojan horses, and spyware.
Malware clogs networks and takes down sys-
tems.

 Spam (junk e-mail) is wreaking havoc on sys-
tem availability and storage space. And it can
carry malware. Ethical hacking helps reveal
such attacks against your computer systems.

3. THE INTRUDER’S MAIN MOTIVES ARE
 To perform network scanning to find out vul-

nerable hosts in the network.
 To install an FTP server for distributing illegal

content on network (ex. pirated software or
movies)

 To use the host as a spam relay to continuous
flood in the network.

 To establish a web server (non-privileged port)
to be used for some phishing scam.

4.  TOOLS USED BY HACKERS
There are several common tools used by

computer criminals to penetrate network as:

• Trojan horse- These are malicious programs
or legitimate software is to be used set up a
back door in a computer system so that the
criminal can gain access.

• Virus- A virus is a self-replicating program that
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spreads by inserting copies of itself into other
executable code or documents.

• Worm - The worm is a like virus and also a self
replicating program. The difference between a
virus and a worm is that a worm does not at-
tach itself to other code.

• Vulnerability scanner – This tool is used by
hackers & intruders for quickly check comput-
ers on a network for known weaknesses. Hack-
ers also use port scanners. This check to see
which ports on a specified computer are "open"
or available to access the computer.

• Sniffer – This is an application that captures
password and other data in transit either within
the computer or over the network.

• Exploit – This is an application to takes advan-
tage of a known weakness.

• Social engineering – Through this to obtain
some form of information.

• Root kit - This tool is for hiding the fact that a
computer's security has been compromised.

5.  TYPES OF HACKING
• Inside Jobs : Most security breaches originate

inside the network that is under attack. Inside
jobs include stealing passwords (which hack-
ers then use or sell), performing industrial es-
pionage, causing harm (as disgruntled employ-
ees), or committing simple misuse. Sound
policy enforcement and observant employees
who guard their passwords and PCs can thwart
many of these security breaches.

• Rogue Access Points : Rogue access points
(APs) are unsecured wireless access points
that outsiders can easily breech. Rogue APs
are most often connected by well-meaning but
ignorant employees.

• Back Doors Hackers can gain access to a net-
work by exploiting back doors administrative
shortcuts, configuration errors, easily deci-
phered passwords, and unsecured dial-ups.

• Denial of Service : DOS attacks give hackers
a way to bring down a network without gaining
internal access. DOS attacks work by flooding
the access routers with bogus traffic (which can
be e-mail or Transmission Control Protocol,
TCP, packets).

• Distributed Doss  : (DDOSS) are coordinated
DOS attacks from multiple sources. A DDOSS
more difficult to block because it uses multiple,
changing, source IP addresses.

• Anarchists, Crackers, and Kiddies Anar-
chists are people who just like to break stuff.
They usually exploit any target of opportunity.

Crackers are hobbyists or professionals who
break passwords and develop Trojan horses
or other SW (called wares). They either use
the SW themselves (for bragging rights) or sell
it for profit. Script kiddies are hacker wannabes.
They have no real hacker skills, so they buy or
download wares, which they launch.

• Sniffing and Spoofing Sniffing refers to the
act of intercepting TCP packets. This intercep-
tion can happen through simple eavesdropping
or something more sinister. Spoofing is the act
of sending an illegitimate packet with an ex-
pected acknowledgment (ACK), which a hacker
can guess, predict, or obtain by snooping.

6.  ETHICAL HACKING PROCESS
The Ethical hacking process needs to be

planned in advance. All technical, management
and strategical issues must be considered.
Planning is important for any amount of testing –
from a simple password test to all out penetration
test on a web application. Backup off data must
be ensured, otherwise the testing may be called
off unexpectedly if  someone claims they never
authorises for the tests. So, a well defined scope
involves the following information:

1. Specific systems to be tested.
2. Risks that are involved.
3. Preparing schedule to carry test and overall

timeline.
4. Gather and explore knowledge of the systems

we have before testing.
5. What is done when a major vulnerability is dis-

covered?
6. The specific deliverables- this includes secu-

rity assessment reports and a higher level re-
port outlining the general vulnerabilities to be
addressed, along with counter measures that
should be implemented when selecting sys-
tems to test, start with the most critical or vul-
nerable systems.
The overall hacking methodology consists of

certain steps which are as follows:
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1. Reconnaissance: To be able to attack a sys-
tem systematically, a hacker has to know as
much as possible about the target. It is impor-
tant to get an overview of the network and the
used systems. Information as DNS servers,
administrator contacts and IP ranges can be
collected.

2. Probe and Attack: This is a phase 2 process
as shown in the above fig. The probe and at-
tack phase is about digging in, going closer
and getting a feeling for the target. It’s time to
try the collected, possible vulnerabilities from
the reconnaissance phase.

3. Listening: This is again a phase 2 process
i.e. scanning which is a combination of Probe
and attack and listening. Listening to network
traffic or to application data can sometimes help
to attack a system or to advance deeper into a
corporate network. Listening is especially pow-
erful as soon as one has control of an impor-
tant communication bottleneck. Sniffers are
heavily used during the listening phase.

4. First Access: This is a phase 3 process which
is not about getting root access, it’s about get-
ting any access to a system be it a user or root
account. Once this option is available it’s time
to go for higher access levels or new systems
which are now reachable through the acquired
system.

5. Advancement: Phase 4 i.e. Maintaining ac-
cess is a combination of Advancement and
Stealth process. The advancement phase is
probably the most creative demanding stage,
as unlimited possibilities are open. Sniffing
network traffic may unveil certain passwords,
needed usernames or e-mail traffic with usable
information. Sending mails to administrators

faking some known users may help in getting
desired information or even access to a new
system.

6. Stealth: Some systems may be of high value
– systems which act as routers or firewalls, sys-
tems where a root account could be acquired.
To have access to such systems at a later time
it is important clean relevant log files.

7. Takeover: Takeover is a phase 5 process.
Once root access could be attained, the sys-
tem can be considered won. From there on it’s
possible to install any tools, do every action
and start every services on that particular ma-
chine.

8. Cleanup: This could be instructions in the fi-
nal report on how to remove certain trojans but
most of the time this will be done by the hacker
itself. Removing all traces as far as possible is
kind of a duty for the hacking craft.

CONCLUSION
This paper addressed ethical hacking from

several perspectives. Ethical hacking seems to
be a new buzz word although the techniques and
ideas of testing security by attacking an
installation aren’t new at all. But, with the present
poor security on the internet, ethical hacking may
be the most effective way to plug security holes
and prevent intrusions. So, at present the tactical
objective is to stay one step ahead of the hackers.
Ethical Hacking is a tool, which if properly utilized,
can prove useful for understanding the
weaknesses of a network and how they might be
exploited. After all, ethical hacking will play a
certain role in the security assessment offerings
and certainly has earned its place among other
security assessments.
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The ever increasing density of
rail traffic has made it mandatory
to enhance the pace of train
operations. This has opened
gates for modern signaling
systems which involve the
deployment of more intelligent
machines and less man power.

Today signaling systems play a crucial role in
ensuring fastest train operations with utmost
safety standards. To achieve these prime
objectives i.e., safety & efficiency, the signaling
systems are being updated time and again.
1. Mechatronics is a multidisciplinary field of en-

gineering which includes a wide variety of sys-
tems engineering, mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, telecommunications
engineering, control engineering and computer
engineering.

With the advent of modern signaling systems
more and more number of microprocessor based
equipments are inducted into Railway signaling
installations .The efficient functioning of these
systems depends on the availability of a reliable
interface .They also need real time information
of the field environment to access the latest
changes in the field status and to take correct
decision at the right moment.

A Measurement system is an important
subsystem of a mechatronics system. Its main
function is to collect the information on system
status and to feed it to the micro-processor(s) for
controlling the whole system. A  Measurement
system comprises of sensors, transducers and
signal processing devices. Today a wide variety
of these elements and devices are available in
the market. For a system designer it is essential
to learn the principle of working of commonly used
sensors/transducers in order to choose suitable
transducers for the desired application
What is a Transducer?

 A Transducer is a device which transforms a
non-electrical physical quantity (i.e. temperature,
sound or light) into an electrical signal (i.e. voltage,

 Transducers
Shri B. Annapurna Rao, Instructor Signalling/IRISET

current) .It is basically a device which converts
one form of energy to another.

When input is a physical quantity and output
electrical it is known as Sensor

When input is electrical and output a physical
quantity it is known as Actuator

Examples of common transducers include the
following:

•A microphone which converts sound into
electrical impulses is a Sensor and a loudspeaker
converts electrical impulses into sound is an
Actuator
•    A solar cell which converts light into electricity

and a thermocouple converts thermal energy
into electrical energy.

•   An incandescent light bulb produces light by
passing a current through a filament. Thus, a
light bulb is a transducer for converting
electrical energy into optical energy.

•     An electric motor is a transducer for conversion
of electricity into mechanical energy or motion.

•   Antenna is the most basic transducer. It
converts electromagnetic energy into electricity
when it receives signals and does the opposite
when it transmits

•      Accelerometer converts the change in position
of mass into an electrical signal.
Accelerometers measure the force of
acceleration and deceleration. They are used
in automobiles , stability control, hard drives,
and many electronic gadgets.
A sensor acquires a physical quantity and

converts it into a signal suitable for processing
(e.g. optical, electrical, mechanical) .Nowadays
common sensors convert measurement of
physical phenomena into an electrical signal.

A block diagram of a basic system consisting
sensor is shown but they are usually more
complex.
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2. Signal range of Sensors:
Most of the modern analogue equipment

works on the following standard signal ranges.

•Electric 4 to 20 mA
•Pneumatic 0.2 to 1.0 bar
Older electrical equipment use 0 to 10 V.

Increasingly the instruments are digital with a
binary digital encoder built in to give a binary
digital output. Pneumatic signals are commonly
used in process industries for safety especially
when there is a risk of fire or explosion.

The advantage of having a standard range or
using digital signals is that all equipment may be
purchased ready calibrated. For analogue
systems the minimum signal (Temperature,
speed, force, pressure and so on) is represented
by 4 mA or 0.2 bar and the maximum signal is
represented by 20 mA or 1.0 bar.

Things that are commonly measured by using
sensors are:

Temperature, Pressure, Speed, Flow rate,
Force, Movement, Velocity and Acceleration

Stress and Strain, Level or Depth, Mass or
Weight, Density, Size or Volume Acidity/Alkalinity

Sensor/transducers specifications:
Transducers are not perfect systems.

Mechatronics design engineer must know the
capability and shortcoming of a transducer or
measurement system to properly assess its
performance. There are a number of performance
related parameters of a transducer. These
parameters are called as sensor specifications.

Sensor specifications inform the user about
the deviations from the ideal behaviour of the
sensors. Following are the various specifications
of a sensor/transducer system.

1. Range:
The range of a sensor indicates the limits

between which the input can vary. For example,
a thermocouple for the measurement of
temperature might have a range of 25-225 °C.
2. Span

The span is difference between the maximum
and minimum values of the input. Thus, the
above-mentioned thermocouple will have a span
of 200 °C.

3. Error
Error is the difference between the result of

the measurement and the true value of the
quantity being measured. A sensor might give a
displacement reading of 29.8 mm, when the
actual displacement had been 30 mm, then the
error is –0.2 mm.

4. Accuracy
The accuracy defines the closeness of the

agreement between the actual measurement
result and a true value of the measurand. It is
often expressed as a percentage of the full range
output or full–scale deflection. A piezoelectric
transducer used to evaluate dynamic pressure
phenomena associated with explosions,
pulsations, or dynamic pressure conditions in
motors, rocket engines, compressors, and other
pressurized devices is capable to detect
pressures between (0.7 KPa to 70 MPa). If it is
specified with the accuracy of about ±1% full
scale, then the reading given can be expected to
be within ± 0.7 MPa.
5. Sensitivity

Sensitivity of a sensor is defined as the ratio of
change in output value of a sensor to the per unit
change in input value that causes the output change.
For example, a general purpose thermocouple may
have a sensitivity of 41 µV/°C.

6. Nonlinearity
The nonlinearity indicates the maximum

deviation of the actual measured curve of a
sensor from the ideal curve. Linearity is often
specified in terms of percentage of nonlinearity,
which is defined as:

Nonlinearity (%) = Maximum deviation in input /
Maximum full scale input

7. Hysteresis
The hysteresis is an error of a sensor, which

is defined as the maximum difference in output
at any measurement value within the sensor’s
specified range when approaching the point first
with increasing and then with decreasing the input
parameter. The hysteresis error value is normally
specified as a positive or negative percentage of
the specified input range.

8. Resolution
Resolut ion is the smallest detectable

incremental change of input parameter that can
be detected in the output signal. Resolution can
be expressed either as a proportion of the full-
scale reading or in absolute terms. For example,
if a LVDT sensor measures a displacement up to
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20 mm and it provides an output as a number
between 1 and 100 then the resolution of the
sensor device is 0.2 mm.

9. Stability
Stability is the ability of a sensor device to give

same output when used to measure a constant
input over a period of time. The term ‘drift’ is used
to indicate the change in output that occurs over
a period of time. It is expressed as the percentage
of full range output.
10.Dead band/time

The dead band or dead space of a transducer
is the range of input values for which there is no
output. The dead time of a sensor device is the
time duration from the application of an input until
the output begins to respond or change.

11.Repeatability
It specifies the ability of a sensor to give same

output for repeated applications of same input
value. It is usually expressed as a percentage of
the full range output:

Repeatability = (maximum – minimum
values given) X 100 / full range (2.1.2)

12.Response time
Response time describes the speed of change

in the output on a step-wise change of the
measurand. It is always specified with an
indication of input step and the output range for
which the response time is defined.

Classification of sensors
Sensors can be classified into various groups

according to the factors such as measurand,
application fields, conversion principle, energy
domain of the measurand and thermodynamic
considerations.

Classification of sensors basing on their
applications is as shown in the table above.

 Classification of sensors in view of their mode
of operation:

Basing on their mode of operation, Sensors
can be broadly classified in two categories:
discrete event and continuous.

 Discrete event, or on/off sensor, changes its
state based on the occurrence of some external
event. These sensors typically only give
knowledge of two states based on the condition
being sensed. They are based on mechanical,
electrical or optical technology.

Continuous sensors provide information over
the continuous range of operation of the process
and are commonly used in continuous control
applications, where the process is being regulated
based on continuously sensed attribute data.
They are based on electrical, optical and
acoustical technologies.

Classification of sensors basing on power
supply:

Basing on power supply the sensors can be
classified as active and passive. A passive sensor
has no power supply and all the energy it delivers
to the next stage (the signal conditioning) is drawn
from the measurand. Passive sensors are also
known as self-generating sensors.

     An active sensor is a modulator and can
therefore deliver more energy to the next stage
than it draws from the measurand. If the power
supply is dc, the output is modulated by the
measurand, and has the same frequency. If the
supply is ac, the output is the carrier frequency
with sidebands at signal frequency.

Some of the most commonly used sensors in
Railway signaling systems are

1) Wheel sensors in TPWS
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2) Track side transducers in Axle counters
3) Temperature Sensor  in Data logger and IPS
4) Input interface in EI systems and Data loggers
5) Optical sensors in LED signal units

1) Speed Transducers :
Speed transducers are widely used for

measuring the output speed of a rotating object.
There are many types using different principles
and most of them produce an electrical output.
a)  Optical types :

 These use a
light beam and a
light sensitive
cell. The beam is
either reflected
or interrupted so
that pulses are
produced for
each revolution.

The pulses are then counted over a fixed time
and the speed obtained. Electronic processing is
required to time the pulses and turn the result
into an analogue or digital signal. TPWS onboard
system consists a wheel sensor which is of optical
type.

b) Magnetic Pickups :
These use an inductive coil placed near to the

rotating body. A small magnet on the body
generates a pulse every time it passes the coil. If

the body is made of
ferrous material, it will
work without a magnet.
A discontinuity in the
surface such as a notch
will cause a change in

the magnetic field and generate a pulse. The
pulses must be processed to produce an
analogue or digital output.
c) Tachometers :

There are two
types, A.C. and
D.C. The A.C. type
generates a
sinusoidal output.
The frequency of
the voltage

represents the speed of rotation. The frequency
must be counted and processed. The D.C. type
generates a voltage directly proportional to the
speed. Both types must be coupled to the rotating

body. Very often the tachometer is built into
electric motors to measure their speed. The
tachometer is used in the on board equipment of
AWS .

 Optical fiber sensors:
Fiber-optic sensor devices have many

applications in diverse technological fields,
including the medical,  chemical, and
telecommunication industries. Optical fiber
sensors have been developed to measure a wide
variety of physical properties, such as chemical
changes, strain, electric and magnetic fields,
temperature, pressure, rotation, displacement
(position), radiation, flow, liquid level, vibrations,
light intensity, and color.

Fiber-optic sensors are devices that can
perform in harsh environments where
conventional electrical and electronic sensors
have difficulties. In comparison with the other
types of sensors, optical fiber sensors exhibit a
number of advantages; they

• Are non-electrical devices
• Require small cable sizes and weights
• Enable small sensor sizes
• Allow access into normally inaccessible areas
• Often do not require contact
• Permit remote sensing
• Offer immunity to radio frequency interference

(RFI) and electromagnetic interference
(EMI)
• Do not contaminate their surroundings and

are not subject to corrosion
• Provide high sensitivity, resolution and

dynamic range
• Offer sensitivity to multiple environmental

parameters
• Can be interfaced with data communication

systems

Optical fiber sensors are dielectric devices that
are generally chemically inert. They do not require
electric cables for their performance and are
technically ideal for working in hostile media or
corrosive environments for applications in remote
sensing.

The basic components of an optical fiber
sensor are an optical source, a transducer, and a
receiver. Lasers, diodes, and/or LEDs are often
used as the optical source in these sensing
devices. An optical fiber (single or multimode),
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doped fibers, and/or bulk materials are employed
as the transducer (sensor heart).

At the output of the sensor system, a
photodetector is used to detect the variation in
the optical signal that is caused by the physical
perturbation of the system. In the optical fiber
sensors systems, the optical parameters that can
be modulated are the amplitude, phase, color
(spectral signal), and state of polarization.

Optical sensors are provided in LED Signal
units to sense the intensity of light emitted by the
LEDs . The output from optical sensors is given
to the current regulator unit for corrective / alarm
action.

Input interfacing sensors:
For an electronic or micro-electronic circuit to

be useful and effective, it has to interface with
something. Input interface circuits connect
electronic circuits such as op-amps, logic gates,
etc. to the outside world expanding its capabilities.

Electronic circuits amplify, buffer or process
the signals received from sensors to store as input
information or to control lamps, relays or actuators
for output control. Either way, input interfacing
circuits convert the voltage and current output of
one circuit to the equivalent of another.

 Input sensors provide input information about
an environment. Physical quantities such as
temperature, pressure or position that vary slowly
or continuously with time can be measured using
various sensors giving an output signal relative
to the physical quantity being measured.

Many of the sensors that we use in electronic
circuits and projects are resistive i.e., their
resistance changes with the measured quantity.
For example, thermistors, strain gauges or light
dependant resistors (LDR). These devices are
all classed as input devices.
Interfacing with Opto Devices :

An Optocoupler (or optoisolator) is an
electronic component with an LED and photo-
sensitive device, such as a photodiode or
phototransistor encased in the same package.
The Opto-coupler interconnects two separate
electrical circuits by means of a light sensitive
optical interface. This means that we can
effectively interface two circuits of different voltage
or power ratings together without one electrically
affecting the other.

Optical Switches (or opto-switches) are
another type of photo switching devices which
can be used for input interfacing. An optical switch
can be used for interfacing harmful voltage levels
onto the input pins of microcontrollers and other
such digital circuits or for detecting objects using
light, providing a high degree of isolation (typically
2-5kV).

Optical switches come in a variety of different
types and designs for use in a whole range of
interfacing applications. The most common use
for opto-switches is in the detection of moving or
stationary objects. The phototransistor and
photodarlington configurations provide most of
the features required for photo-switches and are
therefore the most commonly used

Today with modern PC’s, microcontrollers, and
other such microprocessor based systems, input
interfacing circuits allows these low voltage, low
power devices to easily communicate with the
outside world as many of these PC based devices
have built-in input–output ports for transferring
data to and from the controllers program and
attached switches or sensors.

We have seen that sensors are electrical
components that convert one type of property into
an electrical signal thereby functioning as input
devices. Adding input sensors to an electronic
circuit can expand its capabilities by providing
information about the surrounding environment.
However, sensors can not operate on their own
and in the most cases an electrical or electronic
circuit called an interface is required.

Then input interfacing circuits allow external
devices to exchange signals (data or codes) from
either simple switches using switch debouncing
techniques from a single push button or keyboard
for data entry, to input sensors that can detect
physical quantities such as light, temperature,
pressure, and speed for conversion using
analogue-to-digital converters. Then interfacing
circuits allow us to do just that.

The f ield and panel inputs to the
microprocessors in a EI system are connected
through  I/O Interface cards .The I/O cards
consists of opto couplers which are optical
sensors to sense the status of relays , buttons
and keys etc
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Field measurements on an in-service optical fiber

Shri Y.V.Prasad, Instructor Telecom/IRISET

A bunch of measurements on
an in-service optical fiber has to
undergo, in order to the end-user
determines the actual and overall
optical transmission capabilities.

The main measurements
qualifying an optical fiber for

information transmission purposes are:
• End-to-end optical link loss;
• Attenuation rate per unit length;
• Attenuation contributions to splices,

connectors,couplers;
• Length of fiber or distance to an event;
• Attenuation discontinuities or fiber linearity loss

per unit length;
• Optical return loss

Some measurements may require access to
both ends of the optical fiber, other require only
one end. Particularly, in-service optical fibers are
subjected to on field testing programs from one
end so as time to travel from one end of the fiber
cable system to the other is saved. Installation,
Maintenance and Restoration are the main tasks
where on field testing is required.

Field test:The exact items of the on field
testing program on optical cables are selected
from a comprehensive list of measurements in
accordance with system design, system criticality
and contractual relationship between system
owner, system user, system installer and optical
cable and components supplier.

Installation testing: is intended to ensure that
fiber cables comply manufacturer’s specifications,
no damages resulted during transportation and
placement. Also, tests show out the quality of
cables splices and cable terminations and that
the f iber cables subsystem meets the
requirements of the optical transmission system.

Maintenance testing: is periodically required
to demonstrate that fiber cables system suffered
nodefects of the cables, splices or connections.
High capacity or critical systems may need
automated testing devices employed to check the
integrity of the system and alert immediately a
degradation or an outage of the fiber cable.

Cable restoration ensures to identify the cause
of outage (transmitter, receiver, cable, conectors)
and to locate the fault in the cable. After fiber cable
revitalizing, testing is performed to prove the
quality of the repaired system. When verifying
the f iber network, network topology and
equipment should be taken into account.

End-to-end optical link loss: The fiber link
comprises the source, the optical transmission
guide and the detector. The transmission link
includes the source-to-fiber coupling loss, the
fiber attenuation loss, the loss of all of the
components along the line (splices,
connectors,pasive components, etc.)

End-to-end optical link loss ranges from a
minimum value up to a maximum value. The
minimum loss value is the ratio of the maximum
optical power the transmitter injects into the fiber
to the maximum received optical power signal with
the communication still in force. The maximum
loss value is the ratio of the minimum optical
power at the fiber input end to the received optical
power whilst maintaining communication.

The transmitter data sheet provides both the
maximum (TMAX) and the minimum (TMIN)
power level figures. Minimum transmit power
represents the worst case transmit power for a
device, the device is guaranteed to provide at
least that much power.

The receive sensitivity gives the user the power
level (RMIN) the optical receiver can sense with
a given noise level to operate correctly. The
receive dynamic range provides us with the
maximum power level (RMAX) that optical
receiver can handle.
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Accordingly:

The minimum end-to-end link loss BMIN =
TMAX – RMAX;

The maximum end-to-end link loss BMAX =
TMIN – RMIN .

The end to end loss Measurements:
After the cable is laid and splicing has been

completed, measurements in the following
proforma has to be prepared.

The end to end loss should not exceed 0.25db/
Km at 1550 nm and 0.40 db/Km at 1310 nm.

Cable attenuation: is the most significant loss
factor. Typically, the optical power loss in the fiber
cable ranges from 0.22 dB/km to 0.5 dB/km. A
0.4 dB/km fiber deprives a 20km network of 8
dB. Each connector removes 0.75 dB off from
the optical power and each splice draws out
additional 0.1 dB from the power in the fiber. Six
connectors and four splices decrease the power
with further 4.9 dB hence a 9.1 dB link margin
remains for repair splices, safety margin and
transmission. If we spare 0.5 dB for repair splices
and 3 dB for the safety margin, the excess power
available for the transmission itself is 5.6 dB. At
this point, the positive optical loss buget figure
shows out that the fiber network sample in this
instance delivers the requested performance over
the life in-service.

An appraisal of the optical loss budget is
particularly useful when field measurements on
inservice fiber cable network ensure to determine
the available transmission quality. Significant
differences off from loss budget calculations could
demonstrate additional losses generated by faults
or fiber breaks.

Causes of attennuation:
Optical fibers are made of pristine silica glass

yet they absorb a tiny fraction of the light guided
through them. Material absorption is high in
ultraviolet region due to electronic resonance and
in the far-infrared region beyond 2000nm due to
vibrational resonance but is low within the 500
nm to 2000 nm window.

Rayleigh scattering: is a fundamental loss
mechanism originating from density fluctuations

into the silica during manufacture. Resulting local
fluctuations in the refractive index scatter light in
all directions, the atoms act like tiny reflective
particles reflecting light off so it escapes from the
fiber core and is lost from the signal. The shorter
the wavelength the higher the amount of
scattering, therefore visible wavelengths are
scattered much higher than the infrared. Light
leakage occurs when light escapes from the fiber
core into the cladding. Large amount of light
escape from a tight fiber bending as the hitting
angle is smaller than the total internal reflection
angle.

Absorption and scattering are extremely small
in optical fibers, total attenuation accumulates
when light travels through many kilometers of
fiber. Normally, attenuation is measured by
comparing the strength of the input signal to the
output. Attenuation is cumulative and uniform
through the entire length of the fiber.

The characteristic attenuation is measured in
decibels (dB) per unit length, usually decibels per
kilometer (dB/km).

Attenuation    :

(a) Fibre Attenuation before cabling
i. At 1310 nm  : < 0.36 dB/km
ii. At 1550 nm  : < 0.23 dB/km

(b) Fibre Attenuation after cabling
i.      At 1310 nm :< 0.38 dB/km
ii.      At 1550 nm :< 0.25 dB/km

Bandwidth and information capacity are crucial
in communications, the more information one
wants to convey the faster the signal has to
change. Optical fiber has a flat attenuation curve
at all signal frequencies in the normal operating
range very much differently to an electrical wire
which shows out a higher attenuation the higher
the frequency. There are other effects to limit the
optical fiber transmission capacity.

Chromatic dispersion: An electromagnetic
wave interacts with the bound electrons of the
fiber, basically a dielectric,the medium response
depends on the optical frequency.This is reffered
to as chromatic dispersion, a frequency
dependence of the refractive index. The fiber
medium absorbs the electromagnetic radiation
through oscillations of bound electrons at
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resonance frequencies. Fiber dispersion is critical
in propagation of short pulses because different
pulse spectral components travel at different
speeds. The dispersion increases steadily with
the distance the pulse goes through the fiber so
as the optical signal is stretched out for each
kilometer it travels. The dispersion-induced pulse
broadening will limit the transmission speed. For
example, a 2 Gbit/sec signal might be able to
travel 400 km but a 10 Gbit/sec signal would be
limited to 100 km. Using multiple cladding fiber it
is possible to design dispersion flattened optical
f ibers having low dispersion over a wide
wavelength range 1300 nm to 1600 nm. An
important feature of chromatic dispersion is that
optical signals at different wavelengths propagate
at different speeds inside the fiber because of
the mismatch in their group velocities.

Modal dispersion: becomes an issue when
short optical pulses are transmitted over long
lengths. Real f iber demonstrates small
anisotropies of the refractive index along fiber
orthogonal directions.Accordingly, the light
launched into the fiber with a fixed state of
polarization changes its polarization in a random
fashion because the two components travel at
different speeds due to different group velocities.
The smaller mode index axis is the fast axis
because of the larger group velocity the light
propagates that direction. Similarly, the larger
mode index axis is called the slow axis. The pulse
becomes broader at the output end as the group
velocities change randomly in response to
random changes in fiber birefringence. The extent
of signal broadening can be estimated from the
time delay spanning between the two polarization
components during propagation of the optical
pulse. This is the Polarization-Mode Dispersion
effect which is important for long-haul optical
communications systems
Testing of optical fiber with Optical Time
Domain Reflectometer (OTDR):

The most accurate way to measure the overall
losses of the optical fiber is to inject a known level
of light into one end and measure the level of the
light at the other end. Light sources and power
meters are recommended by ITU-T (G651) and
IEC 61350 to measure the insertion loss. This
method requires access to both ends of the fiber
which is not always possible or productive.

Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR)

technique provide the user with fully tests on a
fiber from one end only. An OTDR tester can
detect, locate and measure events any place in
the fiber link. The OTDR detects a small signal
returned back to the OTDR in response to
injection of a large signal. If Rayleigh scattering
is uniform along the entire length of the fiber then
discontinuities in the Rayleigh backscatter can
identify anomalies in transmission along the fiber
length. The backscattering factor S describes the
ratio between backscattered power and the
scattered power. Typically S is proportional to the
square of the fiber numerical aperture.

Backscattering depends on input power, pulse
width, backscattering coefficient, distance and
fiber attenuation. Dopants in the fiber leverage
scattering and thus higher levels of attenuation.
An OTDR can measure the levels of
backscattering accurately and uses it to measure
small variations in the fiber characteristics at any
point along its length. The light bounces off from
two optical transmissive materials interface.
Fresnel reflection can take place at a joint,
connector or mechanical splice, at a non-
terminated fiber end or at a break. The magnitude
of Fresnel reflection depends upon the incident
power and the relative difference between the two
refractive indexes. Reflected light from a fiber-
to-air boundary is 4000 times the backscatter
level. The OTDR must have an outstanding
sensibility to process signal powers that low. The
OTDR launches optical pulse into the fiber
through a laser diode and pulse generator. The
returning light power is separated from the
injected pulse using a coupler and fed to the
photodiode. The returned optical pulse is
converted to electric signal, amplified and
sampled and then displayed on a screen. Laser
diode supplies an optical pulse wavelength of
1310 nm & 1550 nm for single mode fiber and
850 nm & 1300 nm for multimode fiber.1625 nm
laser diode is also used when live traffic
measurements occur in order to avoid
interference with 1310 nm and 1550 nm traffic.
The pulse generator feed the fiber with light
pulses from 10 mWatt to 1 Watt. The pulse width
spans from 2 nsec up to 20 microsec at
reccurence of a few kHz. The pulse frequency is
limited to the rate at which the pulse return is
completed before another pulse is launched into
the fiber. The light goes through the coupler/
splitter and into the fiber under test. The OTDR
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measures the time delay between the outgoing
pulse and the incoming backscattered pulses.
The backscattered signal power level is sampled
over time. Measured samples are plotted on an
amplitude scale with respect to time relative to
timing of the launch pulse. The time domain
information is converted to distance based on the
refractive index input data. The refractive index
is reciprocal to the group velocity of the light in
the fiber, hence a time to-distance formula
operates. If the refractive index is inaccurate the
resulting distance is in error.

OTDRs have four basic setup requirements
• Range/Resolution
• Wavelength
• Pulse Width
• Index of Refraction

Selection of the above said parameters will be
taken as follows-

i. The range shall be 1.5 to 2 times link length
for better trace

ii. Wave length is of 1310 or 1550nm according
to section lengths as long haul or short haul

iii. Longer pulse width for  long cable span, short
pulse width for Short cable span. Pulse width
is expressed as nano-seconds or micro-sec-
onds.

iv. Each different optical glass fiber has a differ-
ent refractive index profile consistent with it’s
type and manufacture process. Typical G.652.B
single mode fiber has an index number of 1.467
@ 1310nm and 1.468 @ 1550nm.

Test schedule  for  fibre optic  system  with
OTDR
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Voice over IP (VoIP) is an
emerging application, as well
as a rapidly growing market.
Use of the corporate network
or the Internet at large to carry
telephone traffic has many
advantages, not the least
economic ones. A successful

VoIP network must not only support IP-based
telephones, but also provide a means of
seamlessly integrating the IPbased network with
traditional telephone networks. At the core of VoIP
lies the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and a
few related protocols.Further, as older Private
Branch Exchanges (PBXs) and network switches
are phased out, industry is moving toward a voice
networking model that is SIP signaled, IP based,
and packet switched, not only in the wide area
but also on the customer premises

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), defined
in RFC 3261, is an application level signaling
protocol for setting up, modifying, and terminating
real-time sessions between participants over an
IP data network. SIP can support any type of
single-media or multi-media session, including
teleconferencing.

All in all, any given communication SIP will
make use of following components:

User Agent Client (UAC)
UAC is one side of double sided client

components, the second side is known as User
Agent Server (UAS). SIP is a text-based protocol
with syntax similar to that of HTTP. UAC can be a
Soft phone, hard phone or web phone. The UAC
is capable of initiating up to six feasible SIP

Session Initiation Protocol
Basics and Working

Shri S.M.Hafeez Ali, Lecturer Telecom/IRISET

requests to a UAS which are INVITE, ACK,
OPTIONS, BYE, CANCEL and REGISTER.

The sending UA must be able to encode audio/
video so that the other end can decode it, and
vice versa. “SDP” ( session description protocol)
is the protocol used by the UAs to tell each other
what codecs they support.SDP is embedded into
the SIP Messages.

SIP response types:
After a SIP request message, the receiver

answers with a message. The code of the answer
is made up of three digits that allow classify the
different types. The first digit defines the answer
class:

• Provisional (1xx): The request was received
and is being processed.

• Success (2xx): The action was successfully
received, understood, and accepted.

• Redirection (3xx): Further action needs to be
taken in order to complete the request.

• Client Error (4xx): The request contains bad
syntax or cannot be fulfilled at this server.

• Server Error (5xx): The server failed to fulfill
an apparently valid request.

• Global Failure (6xx): The request cannot be
fulfilled at any server.

User Agent Server (UAS)
UAS is the server that is responsible for hosting

applications responsible for receiving one of six
SIP requests from UAC. Once the request is
received, it is also responsible for sending a
responsethat accepts, rejects, or redirects the
request back to UAC.

Proxy Server
In most cases proxy server acts as a mediator

between UAC's and UAS's. It can also be used
for name mapping. Proxies are also useful for
enforcing policy (for example, making sure a user
is allowed to make a call).
Redirect Server

The redirect server is used during session
initiation to determine the address of the called
device. This server allows the redirection, which
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in simple term means that enabled users will still
be available for contact via same SIP identity,
even though they have changed their
geographical location.

RegistrarServer
The registrar server accepts REGISTER

requests and places the information it receives
(the SIP address and associated IP address of
the registering device) in those requests into the
location service for the domain it handles. It allows
the users to change the address in which they
were previously contactable.
Location Service

 A location service is used by a SIP redirect or
proxy server to obtain information about a callee's
possible location(s). For this purpose, the location
service maintains a database of SIP-address/ IP-
address mappings.

The various servers are defined in RFC 3261
as logical devices. They may be implemented as
separate servers configured on the Internet or
they may be combined into a single application
that resides in a physical server.
SIP Addressing

SIP URIs(Universal Resource Indicators) have
a format based on e-mail address formats,
namely user@domain. The URI may also include
a password, port number, and related parameters.
If secure transmission is required, "sip:" is
replaced by "sips:." In the latter case, SIP
messages are transported over TLS(Transport
Layer Security ) protocol.

SIP Forking
SIP differs from other signaling protocols in

that it allows a call request to fork; that is, a server
can send out two or more requests to different
destinations (branches) based on one incoming
request, either at once or in sequence if an earlier
request failed. This feature supports a number of
advanced telephony services, such as call
forwarding to voice mail, automatic call
distribution, and user location, where the same
number can ring at home and at work, for
example.

Phone Lines That Utilize Broadband
Connection

SIP Trunks, also known as Business VoIP are
virtual “cloud-based” phone lines that utilize a
Broadband connection and IP phone system for
access.SIP Trunking enables  to eliminate the

cost of maintaining two networks (POTS +
Ethernet) by placing phone traffic on Ethernet
network.  Additionally, SIP Trunks allow two
devices to have several different methods of
media/communications streams running, allowing
businesses to transmit several voice paths over
one channel.  This allows for everyone to receive
a personal business phone number, but only one
phone line is needed. World's best VoIP providers
are now capable of providing SIP based VoIP.

Benefits of SIP trunking over E1 trunking
PRI (Primary Rate Interface) is a voice

technology that has been widely-used since the
1980s. It is an interface standard used on an ISDN
(Integrated Services Digital Network) to deliver
multiple lines of voice and data into a business’s
exiting PBX via one physical line, called a circuit.
PRI is a high-capacity service carried on E1 trunk
lines between Exchanges. A E1 line carries voice
via 32 digital channels.In addition, PRI uses a
circuit-switched model for its voice connections
between endpoints and has guaranteed quality
of service (QoS).PRI is considered “old-school”
telephony. It is physical hardware and also
requires servicing from a telco for deploying,
upgrading and troubleshooting.

 SIP is a way to deliver voice via the Internet.
SIP is a telephony networking protocol (much like
other network protocols such as HTTP and
SMTP), therefore it’s a network technology rather
than a telephone technology like PRI. SIP trunks
are virtual; they don’t require additional hardware
to deploy.SIP trunking can eliminate the need to
have a traditional PSTN gateway. This makes SIP
trunking easier to install.  SIP trunks use a packet-
switched networking model that terminates to the
service provider via IP and is typically a best-effort
delivery with no QoS guarantees. While
businesses opt for running SIP trunks directly over
the Internet, telecommunications providers prefer
to offer dedicated data lines directly between
exchanges to ensure the quality and stability of
their SIP trunks.

Hybrid Trunking
There are usage cases where Exchanges can

mix SIP and PRI. One may be where a business
uses PRI for local calling and then uses a SIP
trunk from a hosted VoIP service for international
calls as a way to save money. Although SIP trunks
are increasingly replacing PRI, legacy PBX
systems can use SIP trunking by implementing a
VoIP gateway.
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SIP Security
SIP often runs on top of the User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) for performance reasons, and
provides its own reliability mechanisms, but may
also use TCP.Both signaling and media need to
be secured against eavesdropping and alteration.
In particular, authentication is important since
there is no trusted third party (the phone
company) to ensure the accuracy of the
information contained in the session setup
request. Also, proxy servers may only want to offer
services to registered users, and registrations
must be protected from malicious alteration. If a
secure, encrypted transport mechanism is
desired, SIP messages may alternatively be
carried over the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol.

SIP based VoIP System Configuration
It is clear that SIP has emerged as the standard

for VoIP call control and next-generation service
creation, supporting interoperability with existing
telephony systems and mobility.

FreePBX is a web-based open source GUI
(graphical user interface) that controls and
manages Asterisk (PBX), an open source
communication server. FreePBX is licensed under
the GNU General Public License (GPL), an open
source license. FreePBX can be installed
manually or as part of the pre-configured
FreePBX Distro (https://www.freepbx.org) that
includes the system OS, Asterisk, FreePBX GUI
and assorted dependencies.
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"The perimeter is dead.
Abandon your border firewalls
and spend your time hardening
systems."

As advancement of  todays
computer network, Information
and data is  mostly digitised and

made online. No human being is exceptional form
influence of todays computer networks. Hence,
protecting endpoints is most challenging task and
cannot depend just on third party solution.
Ultimately it is the responsibility of the end-user
to protect himself instead of depending on other
admin protection arrangements like firewalls,
proxies etc.. Risk in computer network is like that
even data of standalone PC is not guaranteed
from todays malicious activities. Endpoints can
include PCs, laptops, smart phones, tablets and
specialized equipment such as bar code readers
or point of sale (POS) terminals. Each device with
a remote connecting to the network creates a
potential entry point for security threats. In this
scenario, ensuring security is not only
responsibility of administrator but also equal
responsibility of end user.

As an administrator, a centralized endpoint
security suit a part from other security measures
should be provided. When a client attempts to
log onto the network, the End point server
program validates user credentials and scans all
possible vulnerabilities in endpoints to make sure
that client is up to date with appropriate security
patches and complies with defined corporate
security policies before allowing access to the
network.  These suites also use a combination of
prevention and detection techniques to identify
malicious activity and treat it accordingly by
blocking malicious network traffic or preventing
malicious software from being executed.

Many of the technologies bundled within
endpoint protection software have been available
for many years as standalone products or in
loosely bundled product suites. Examples include
anti-virus and anti-malware software, host-based
firewalls (also known as personal firewalls) and

ENDPOINT SECURITY
                                                       Shri D.Anandam, Instructor Telecom/IRISET

host-based intrusion detection/intrusion
prevention software. What makes endpoint
protection software different from standalone
products or loose bundles is that the endpoint
protection software components are fully
integrated into a single product, with a single
interface and management capability. Ideally, all
the parts of endpoint protection software work
together seamlessly. This creates a solution that
is superior to using separate standalone products
or loosely bundled product suites..

Most endpoint protection software offers
several, but not all capabilities. We should ensure
as maximum security capabilities as possible in
a given end point security suit. These are some
of the features made available as a part of todays
endpoint security.

• Antivirus software
• Anti-malware software
• Application whitelisting
• Device control
• Endpoint data loss prevention
• Enterprise mobile device management
• Host-based intrusion detection/prevention

systems / Host-based firewalls
• Storage encryption
• Vulnerability assessment
• Patch management
Apart from the above admin side

arrangements, the following security measures
should strictly be followed by the end user to
protect himself from enormous threats of todays
Internet.

• Use genuine operating, application and
firmware software and ensure they are
updated regularly. Better keep automatic
update option on.

• Configure PC’s personnel firewall properly
according to your requirement ( i.e. what to
allowed and what not to allowed from your
system and to your system)

• Disable services which are no being used.
This even reduces burdon on CPU.

• Load licensed version of Antivirus software
and configure it properly. Preferably load
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antivirus with end point security options like
malware, IDS/IPS

• Frequently change your admin password
which should not be guessable

• Better create a normal user for other than
admin activities

• Protect or disable USB ports of your systems
• Scan thoroughly before opening or loading

any file or software
• Do not open unknown or doubtable links

while browsing Internet.

• Do not use unprotected Internet connections
like connections in hotels, airports because
they are deliberately not protected. If at all
compulsory, use VPN connections or open
only web sites starting with https.

Times are changing and information security
must change with them. Endpoint security comes
down from perimeter to personnel computers give
to any chance for any malicious activity at any
point of network.
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With Best Compliments from:

RDSO APPROVED MANUFACTURER & EXPORTER

RAILWAY SIGNALLING SAFETY ITEMS

• Signalling Relays including Universal LED ECR as per BRS & RDSO
Specification

• LED SIGNAL LIGHTING UNIT as per latest
RDSO Specn. RDSO/SPN/153/2011 Rev. 4.1 &
RDSO Specn. RDSO/SPN/199/2010 Rev. 1.0 complying Safety

      Integrity Level 4 of CENELAC Standard.

URBAN ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION PVT LTD
ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFIED

Regd. Office : 32/J, Sahitya Parisad Street
KolKatta - 700 006, INDIA

Tel: +91 33-2555 7233  Fax: +91 33-2555 7731
e-mail: urbankolkat@gmail.com

web: www.urbanengg.com
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With Best Compliments From
M/S AMARARAJA POWER SYSTEMS LTD
Manufacturers of:
 Battery Charges IPS, Mini IPS Control and Relay Panels LC Gate IPS
 LT Panels SMPS MV Panels (11Kv & 33Kv)

B S Rama Rao, Branch Manager
Mobile +91 9701990934
Amara Raja Power Systems Limited, Somajiguda, Hyderabad - 500 082
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